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Abstract
The problem of implementing self-stabilizing timestamps with bounded values is investigated
and a solution is found which is applied to the ‘-exclusion problem and to the Multiwriter Atomic
Register problem. Thus we get self-stabilizing solutions to these two well-known problems. A new
type of weak timestamps is identi2ed here, and some evidence is brought to show its usefulness.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Preface
Messages are often timestamped. In a fax, the timestamp includes the date and
exact time of the day, and in a book only the publication year, but in all cases this
information guides the reader in choosing and processing the data. The antiquarian
may choose the oldest book, and the student the newest edition, but in the general
timestamp protocol the reader (called scanner) returns all the messages in their issuing
order.
Timestamps may appear in conjunction with messages (“timestamped messages”),
but timestamps may also appear alone in pure form, for example as numbers distributed
to customers waiting for a certain service. We shall deal here with timestamped mes-
sages which are clearly more general, since by setting their data 2eld to the null value
pure timestamps can be derived. Two well known problems will accompany our dis-
cussion: the ‘-exclusion problem to illustrate pure timestamps, and the multiple-writer
atomic register problem to illustrate timestamped messages.
Another distinction is between unbounded timestamps (such as the natural numbers)
and bounded timestamps which should achieve the same e>ect but with a bounded
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set of values. The classical Bakery Algorithm of Lamport (a critical-section algorithm
which ensures mutual exclusion with 2rst-come-2rst-serve property, see [22,23]) is
an example of an algorithm that uses the natural numbers as pure timestamps. This
unbounded protocol has stimulated much research, dealing mostly with the problem of
devising timestamps with only bounded values (see [3,10,13,14,18–21]). We o>er here
a solution to the concurrent, bounded timestamp problem which is in addition self-
stabilizing. Self-stabilization is a relatively new sub-branch of fault-tolerance (although
it traces itself to [11] from 1974). Self-stabilization means that no matter what transient
catastrophe occurs, the system is suFciently resilient to return to normal functioning.
(We shall give an exact mathematical de2nition to this and to the other basic terms
employed here. See also [12].)
Even though the formal de2nition of stabilization does not exclude unbounded num-
bers, a self-stabilizing protocol ought to use only bounded values. Indeed, the rational
for allowing protocols with unbounded numbers is that they faithfully represent proto-
cols with bounded but very large values. This argument is no longer valid when the
register may suddenly malfunction and acquire arbitrary values, including values that
are very near the maximal bound. Hence the insistence on 2nite values in connection
with self-stabilization. Still we shall discuss protocols with in2nite values because they
give the intuition and motivation for the much harder protocols with bounded values.
Abstract timestamps were 2rst de2ned and investigated by Israeli and Li [18,19]
and by Dolev and Shavit [13]. A variant of this de2nition is given here within the
framework of system executions. The advantage of this is that timestamps are now
2rst-order de2nable and their consequences can be investigated rigorously. A new kind
of timestamps is introduced in this paper: it is weaker than the regular one and is
hence easier to construct. We build these weaker timestamps and get them to be self-
stabilizing (with bounded values). It turns out that these weak timestamps suFce for
implementing mutual-exclusion, ‘-exclusion, and atomic register protocols. Hence we
have self-stabilizing solutions for these protocols. I believe that these weaker times-
tamps may be eFciently used to replace (unbounded) regular timestamps in some
other protocols. Indeed, the weak timestamps can also be used to implement regular
timestamps, and hence we get here self-stabilizing (regular) timestamps.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces system-executions and some
basic notions used throughout the paper. In particular, our de2nition of concurrent
timestamp systems is in Section 2.6. Section 3 deals with unbounded timestamps. The
protocols presented there, and especially the Skewed Timestamp Protocol, build the
required intuitions that will serve us later. Weak timestamps are de2ned in Section 4.1,
and are constructed in Sections 5 and 6. Weak timestamps are applied in Sections 4.2–
4.4 to the ‘-exclusion problem, to the construction of a multiple-writer atomic register,
and to the construction of regular timestamps.
2. Introduction
This section describes the model (that is the formal framework) used here to describe
and argue about our protocols and concepts. Usually states and sequences of states are
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used to de2ne and to reason about concurrent processes. In particular self-stabilization
is de2ned in terms of states: If the system starts in any arbitrarily given state, even one
that indicates some malfunctioning devices and processes, it will 2nally reach a normal,
stable state (assuming that processes resume normal functioning). When arguing about
concurrent systems and describing their properties, people usually think in term of
events and complex situations extended in time, rather than in terms of states. This
tendency was condemned because behavioral reasoning, it was argued, is unreliable.
We want however to promote the intuitive point of view and to make it the basis for
a theory of concurrency that is as rigorous and useful as it is natural. The theory of
interprocess communication developed by Lamport [24], and especially his concept of
system execution, suit this aim, and we propose to give a short introduction to this
theory in order to describe the framework used throughout this paper. The interested
reader can also consult our monograph [5] which elaborates on this point of view. After
describing some of the basic notions (such as system executions, atomic and regular
registers, higher and lower-level events) we shall formulate self-stabilization in terms
of system executions rather than states. In particular, we shall de2ne here concurrent
timestamp systems (ctss) and stable ctss.
2.1. System executions
If some omnipresent agent records the activities of the processes in some run, the
result can be abstracted into a mathematical structure of a particular type, called System
Execution. Any mathematical structure consists of a universe together with relations
and functions on that universe. System executions are two-sorted structures, containing
“events” and “atemporal” objects. An example of an event is a read or write operation
execution, and an example of an atemporal object is the value (say a number) of such
an event. While events are extended in time, atemporal objects are not located in time.
A system execution also contains a precedence relation x¡y, indicating that event x
ends before event y begins, and a collection of predicates and functions which are
used to describe the properties of the execution.
We de2ne a system execution S=(E; A; ¡S ; F) to be a two-sorted structure that
consists of a set of events, E, a temporal precedence relation ¡S on E, a set of
atemporal values A, and a collection F of (mostly unary) predicates and functions
over E ∪A describing the nature of the events and their relationship. a¡S b means
that “a totally precedes b”. And a¿|S b is just the negation of b¡S a. In fact, not
every partial ordering is suitable for representing the temporal precedence relation on
E: relation ¡S has to be an interval ordering that satisfy the 2niteness condition of
Lamport (which is that for every e∈E there are only a 2nite number of x∈E for
which the relationship e¡S x does not hold). The characterizing property of interval
orderings is the following Russell–Wiener property:
a ¡S b¿|S c ¡S d implies a ¡S d:
We shall employ this property in our proofs, and the reader is advised to draw intervals
in order to be convinced that it holds whenever a; b; c, and d are represented by
intervals.
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Non-terminating events are special kind of events that are represented by temporal
intervals of in2nite length. We need such events to represent, for example, crashed
processes that never terminate some critical-section event. If a and b are events and
a¡S b, then a must be a terminating event, that is non-terminating events are not
followed by any event. The 2niteness condition of Lamport holds only for terminating
events. However, if x is any event (terminating or not) it has only a 2nite number of
predecessors.
An example of a predicate in F is write: applied to an event e; write(e) says
that e∈E is a write event. An example of a function is value :E→A giving to any
(read/write) event in E its value in A. Another example of a predicate is P(x) say-
ing that event x is in process P. So a process is represented as a set of its events,
and the name of the process usually serves as its predicate. (In an informal dis-
course it is convenient to confuse the predicate with its extension. For example, we
can say that a function f is into P, by which we mean that P(f(x)) holds for all
x’s.)
System-executions are thus two-sorted structures (E and A being its two sorts), and
it is sometimes useful to have additional sorts as we shall see (for initial events and for
higher-level events). This is matter of convenience, not of necessity, and it is possible
to have a single sort in which all type of objects are present. In this case, one uses
predicates to separate the di>erent types of elements of the structure. In a sense, single
sorted structures are simpler and have the advantage of uniformity, however we 2nd
that multiple-sorted structures have the advantage of providing a clearer conceptual
picture, and an additional advantage of allowing di>erent types of variables for their
di>erent sorts. Thus, for example, if we decide that variables a; b etc. vary over events,
then a sentence of the form ∀a’(a) means that for all events a; ’(a) holds. If temporal
and atemporal elements are mingled in a single sort and E becomes a unary predicate,
then such a sentence would have to be written as “for all x, if E(x) then ’(x)” which
is quite cumbersome.
The list of sorts, predicates, function symbols, and constants of a structure is called
its signature. The signature is the vocabulary and it de2nes a language (called the
language of that structure) in which formulas and sentences can be written. A structure
can either satisfy or negate a formula written in its language (given an assignment of
members of the structure to the variables of the formula). So, sentences in a 2xed
signature can be used to characterize classes of system-executions. That is, if ’ is
a sentence, then the class of all system-executions S that satisfy ’ is “the system
characterized by ’”.
Given a protocol (an algorithm for communicating processes), its executions are
represented by system-executions. Each such system-execution is a description of a
speci2c run of the protocol, and the collection of all possible system-executions thus
generated represent the protocol. For every protocol there is a sentence ’ (in a cer-
tain appropriate language) such that a system-execution satis2es ’ i> it represents an
execution of the protocol.
In this paper the processes communicate with registers (shared variables). Registers
can be classi2ed according to the list of processes allowed to write and
read them. Thus an n-reader, m-writer register, is a register R which has a list of
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m speci2ed processes which can write onto R, and n speci2ed processes which can
read R. A 1-writer register is said to be owned by its writer.
There are two plausible ways to represent registers in a system-execution. (1) With
unary predicates de2ned on the events: R(e) says that event x (a read/write event) is on
register R. (2) With constants R1; R2, etc. that are introduced to represent registers, and
a function reg(x) which is de2ned on the read/write events. reg(x)=R1, for example,
says that (read of write) event x is on register R1. We leave the choice to the reader,
and will phrase our informal descriptions without committing ourselves to a particular
choice.
Denition 2.1. System execution S2 = (E2; A2;¡S2 ; F2) augments system execution
S1 = (E1; A1;¡S1 ; F1) i> E1 =E2; A1 =A2; F1 =F2 and ¡S1 is a subset of ¡S2 .
In other words, any augmentation of S1 gives more information on the ordering of
the events, but its sorts of events and atemporal objects, its functions and predicates
(other than ¡) are the same as in S1.
Register R is called serial in S i> all the events in E connected with R (read and
write) are linearly ordered by ¡S, and value(r) (the value returned by the read r)
equals the value of the ¡S rightmost write w such that w¡S r. We say that R is
atomic in S i> R is serial in some augment S1 of S. All the results given here about
serial registers can easily be transferred to atomic registers.
It is convenient to de2ne serial registers in terms of a return function ! which gives
for every read event r its corresponding write event !(r). Formally this results in the
following
Denition 2.2. Let S=(E; A; ¡S ; F) be a system execution, and let R be a register
there. We say that R is serial in S i> all read and write events on R in E are linearly
ordered by ¡S, and there is a function !∈F de2ned on the read of R events such
that for any read of R; r ∈E,
1. !(r) is a write onto R,
2. !(r)¡S r, and there is no write onto R; w, such that !(r)¡S w¡S r,
3. the value returned by r is the value written by !(r) (that is value(r)= value(!(r))).
In particular, 2 implies that every read event is preceded by a write event, so that a
2rst write event (initial event) precedes all read events.
Lamport [24] classi2ed registers according to their behavior when reads and writes
may be executed concurrently and he introduced the notion of a regular register. Reg-
ister R is regular i> for any read r of R there is a write w such that
1. value(r)= value(w),
2. w¿|S r and there is no write w′ onto R such that w¡S w′¡S r.
Equivalently, a register is regular in S if there is a function, !, de2ned on the read
events of the register, and taking values that are write events on the register, such that
the following holds:
1. value(r)= value(!(r)),
2. !(r)¿|S r and there is no write w′ onto R such that !(r)¡S w′¡S r.
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The notion of a regular register leads quite naturally to the useful notion of a regular
function. Suppose that P is a process (representing a subset of E) then a (partial)
function f from E into P is regular (with respect to P) i> for all x∈ dom(f):
1. f(x)¿|S x,
2. there is no p∈P such that f(x)¡S p¡S x.
It is sometimes necessary to argue about the end of an event X , and to write expres-
sions such as A¡S end(X ). When X is represented by an interval, end(X ) refers to
the right-end of this interval. If A¡S end(B) then for every event C; B¡S C implies
A¡S C.
2.2. Initial events and moments
The notion of “initial state” is important to self-stabilization, and hence initial events
have a special status in our discussion. Generally speaking, initial events are there to
explain the behavior of the system execution in its 2rst steps. Usually, events are
caused by the executing programs, but if a read event is not preceded by any program
write event, then we must stipulate some system write to account for the read’s value.
This explains the need for initial writes (one per register), but as we shall see, self-
stabilization gives another reason for introducing initial events, and we may well have
more than one initializing event per process.
Denition 2.3. A system-execution with initial events is a three-sorted structure
S = (E; I; A; ¡S; F)
such that
1. Sort E is a set of “actual” events, and sort I is a set of “initial” events. E and I
are disjoint. The initial events are all terminating.
2. Partial ordering ¡S is a “temporal precedence” relation on E ∪ I . I is an initial
segment in this ordering. That is, e1¡S e2 and e2 ∈ I imply e1 ∈ I . (Hence if a∈E
and b∈ I then a¡S b is impossible, that is b¿|S a holds.)
3. Sort A is a set of atemporal objects.
4. F is a collection of predicates and functions on E ∪ I ∪A.
Normally, if a∈ I and e∈E, then a¡S e. However, as we shall see, we must accept
the possibility that e and a are incomparable. Also, under normal conditions I contains
a single event in each process, but for self-stabilization we must accept the possibility
that I contains several initial events in each process. An example for this will be given
later in this section.
In model theory there is a general de2nition of substructure, but here we need to
modify that de2nition a little, and de2ne “2nal parts”. Take any 2nal segment of the
set of events: Y ⊆E. That is, if a¡S b are events and a∈Y then b∈Y . Since a
substructure must be closed under all functions in the structure, Y together with all
functions restricted to Y may not be a structure: it is possible that, for some f in
F; f(x)∈E is not in Y for some x in Y . Adding all such values as actual events is
inappropriate for suppose that Y represents a run of a system after a certain moment  ,
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but f(x) happens before  for some x in Y . Then adding f(x) as an actual event is
against the modeling intention. The solution is to add it as an initial event.
Let S=(E; I; A; ¡S ; F) be a system-execution with initial events, and suppose that
Y ⊆E is a 2nal segment. Assume that Y contains all non-terminating events.
1. The system execution generated by Y is T=(Y; I0; A;¡T; F) with the subset Y
as set of actual events and where the set of initial events I0 is the set of all events
that are not in Y but are in the closure of Y under the functions in F , and where ¡T
is the restriction of ¡S to Y ∪ I0. F is the corresponding collection of predicates and
functions restricted to the sorts of T. We say that T is a 6nal part of S.
In many applications the collection of functions in F is closed under composition,
and thence the set
{f(y) |f is a function in F and y ∈ Y} ∪ Y
is already closed. So I0 is just the set of all events of the form f(y) where y∈Y and
f(y)∈E\Y .
2. If ’ is a property, then we say that S 6nally satis6es ’ (or that ’ 2nally holds
in S) i> there is a 2nal part of S that satis2es ’. We also say that ’ stabilizes in S
in this case. This explains why the 2nal part is required to contain all non-terminating
events. Otherwise we would have to accept that 2nally there are only terminating
events, which seems counter-intuitive.
Observe that if T is a 2nal part of S, then any 2nal part of T is also a 2nal part
of S. Many of the properties in which we are interested are “open” in the sense that
if they hold in some system execution then they hold in each of its 2nal parts. Some
properties are “dense” or “co2nal” in S in the sense that if T is a non-empty 2nal
part of S then they also hold in some non-empty 2nal part of T.
Sometimes it seems handy to be able to speak about moments. For example instead
of saying that ’ 2nally holds in S, one may want to say that there is a moment
 such that ’ holds “after  ”. This expression seems to be nearer to the informal
everyday parlance, and hence its usefulness for less formal but descriptive discussion.
For a precise meaning and a de2nition of “moments” we de2ne representations of a
system execution. A representation is a function ! de2ned on the set of events that
associates with every event e a real line interval !(e) such that the temporal precedence
relation ¡S and the induced interval ordering on the intervals {!(e) | e∈E ∪ I} are
isomorphic. That is e1¡S e2 if and only if !(e1) is totally to the left of !(e2).
Every system execution has a representation (see [24]). It has, in fact, many rep-
resentations and it is convenient to assume that every system execution comes with
an accompanying representation. With this assumption, we can think about events as
being extended in time. Namely, if !(e)= (a; b) (here a¡b are real numbers) then the
interval (a; b) represents the temporal extension of the event e. We may assume that
the intervals are open. Having a 2xed representation in mind, a moment is any real
number  . An event e is said to happen (or done) after  just in case  6a where
!(e)= (a; b); e is said to have terminated before  if b6 ; and 2nally e is said to be
contemporary with  if a¡ ¡b.
The set of events from E that happen after  is a 2nal segment of E. That is, if
Y0 = {e∈E | e happens after  } then e1¡S e2 and e1 ∈Y0 imply that e2 ∈Y0 as well.
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Fig. 1. A horizontal line represents time (Nowing from left to right), and rectangles on such a line represent
temporal intervals of events. So the events by Writer1 are a; b etc. The 2rst events in Reader after moment
 are R0 and R1, and we assume that Wk =!(Rk) for k =0; 1. Since R0 and R1 are in Y (i.e. after  ) but W1
and W0 are not, these write events are necessarily initial events. So two such events are needed in Writeri .
Let Y be obtained by adding to Y0 all non-terminating events in S, and let S ′ be the
2nal part generated by Y . If a property ’ holds in S ′, then we say that ’ holds after
 (in S).
Let us consider a concrete example in which there are several serial processes,
Writeri for 16i6N , containing write events on regular registers, and Reader processes
(see Fig. 1). Each Writeri owns a regular register Ri on which it writes. A regular
return function ! is assumed to be de2ned on the read events in E, and it satis2es the
two requirements for such a function. Namely, that, for any read event r of register
Ri; !(r) is a write event in Writeri and
1. value(r)= value(!(r)),
2. !(r)¿|S r and there is no w′ in Writeri (a write on Ri) such that
!(r) ¡S w′ ¡S r:
Our aim in this example is to explain how situations may arise in which the set of
initial events contains two events per process rather than just one. So let  be any
moment that comes after all initial events have ended, and consider the 2nal segment
Y of all events e∈E that happen after  . Then let I0 be the set of all write events !(r)
where r ∈Y but !(r) =∈Y . It is clear that I0 contains at most two events per Writeri,
because if w1¡S w2¡S w3 are in I0 ∩Writeri and r is a read such that w1 =!(r),
then
w1 ¡S w2 ¡S r
contradicts the regularity of !. (This formula holds since w3 is not after  and hence
w2 happens before  , and r after  .) It is also easy to arrange a situation in which two
events are necessarily added to I0 ∩Writeri (Fig. 1).
If register Ri is serial (rather than regular) than a single initial write in I0 is enough.
In such a case I0 includes the rightmost write in Writeri that is not after  .
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2.3. Higher-level events
Sometimes a complex situation can be better understood and its interesting prop-
erties revealed if its outlines are observed from a distance. While the executions of
concurrent protocols can only be de2ned in terms of the read/write instructions and
their executions, the understanding of these protocols is facilitated by grouping their
minute events into higher-level events, and by investigating the higher-level properties
of these events.
A system execution with higher-level events is a system execution S=(E; I; A; ¡S;
F) with initial events which has a membership relation ∈ in F de2ned on the events
I ∪E. If a∈A holds then a is said to be a lower-level event and A a higher-level event.
It is conceivable that a higher-level event is a member of still a higher level event,
but this is not needed (in this paper) and two levels suFce. It can be useful to have
a predicate de2ned on the event which speci2es which event is a higher-level event.
It is also possible to have the higher-level events as a separate sort. Anyhow, if S
is a system-execution with higher-level events, we assume that the precedence relation
¡S is de2ned on both types of events and the following relationship is required.
For any two higher-level events A1 and A2
A1 ¡S A2 i> ∀a1 ∈ A1; ∀a2 ∈ A2 (a1 ¡S a2):
If e is a lower-level event and A a higher-level event then
e ¡S A i> ∀a ∈ A e ¡S a;
and similarly
A ¡S e i> ∀a ∈ A a ¡S e:
It is often the case that the higher-level events form a partition of the lower-level
events, and in such a case, for every lower-level event x; [x] denotes that unique
higher-level event that contains x.
When only higher-level events are taken from S, together with some functions
and predicates de2ned on them, then we say that the resulting system execution is a
higher-level view of S.
2.4. De6ning self-stabilization
Self-stabilization of an algorithm refers to some desirable property ’ of that algo-
rithm and it means that ’ stabilizes (i.e. 2nally holds) in any system execution S that
describes a run of the algorithm, despite possible crashes and transient malfunctioning.
In fact we have to be slightly more careful in this de2nition as ’ usually refers to
higher-level events and to some higher-level functions and predicates de2ned on them,
and not directly to S. So self-stabilization means that for any system-execution S that
describes a run of the algorithm with possible crashes and transient malfunctioning, if
H is a higher-level view of S (interpreting the language of ’), then ’ 2nally holds
in H.
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Speci2cally (and since we do not deal in this paper with channels or message pass-
ing), “crashes and transient malfunctioning” means the following (we 2rst give an
intuitive description and then a formal treatment with system-executions).
1. Any process may, at any time, stop its activity and never exercise it again. Such
a process is said to be crashed. The state of a crashed process remains unchanged
after the crash, and it appears the same to all active processes.
2. By transient malfunctioning we mean that a process may at any stage execute
instructions at random and write arbitrary values on its registers. However, the
process 2nally behaves normally (that is in accordance with its protocol-program).
3. Registers may behave in any chaotic way, not in accordance with their speci2cations
as regular and serial registers. However they 2nally resume normal operation. We
assume that even the crashed processes have their registers left at some de2nite
state, and so there is a moment after which all reads of these crashed or abandoned
registers return some 2xed values. For example a process may be crashed while it
executes a write operation, but even in this case we assume that the crashed write
is terminating and a 2nal value is somehow imposed on the register.
We always assume a 2nite number of serial processes P1; : : : ; PN . The algorithms
described in this paper have all the form of Fig. 2, where the protocol for Pi describes
some operation with parameters (index i and possibly some other parameters). Unless
the process is crashed, we assume here that the execution of any instruction of the
protocol for Pi is terminating. An example of such an algorithm is a critical section
protocol for Pi.
Thus we make a distinction between the algorithm, which describes the overall
activity of the process, and the protocol which is the speci2c code of an operation that
is investigated.
One can certainly argue that a more appropriate form for the algorithm should not
be Fig. 2 but rather that of Fig. 3 in which some external (possibly non-terminating)
activity precedes each execution of the protocol. (See [12,6] for the possibility of
external non-terminating events, in which case it is assumed that the alive processes
2nally ensure that their registers have the correct values, even while executing a non-
terminating external event.) Yet, when dealing with self-stabilization we adopt the form
of Fig. 2 because of its simplicity. (The point is that if external non-terminating events
are allowed, the distinction between crashed processes and processes that are normally
executing a non-terminating external events is slightly harder to de2ne, since both have
only a 2nite number of protocol events.) With our simplifying assumption there are
only two types of processes in every system execution: 2nite (crashed) and in2nite
(alive). Let CS be a system-execution.
repeat for ever
Protocol for Pi
Fig. 2. Algorithm for Pi consisting of repeated execution of its protocol.
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repeat for ever
External activity for Pi
Protocol for Pi
Fig. 3. General form of Algorithm for Pi , with a possible non-terminating external activity. (Remark that
the body of the repeat loop consists of the two instructions. This is the meaning of the indentation of the
instructions).
1. A process is 6nite in CS if it has only a 2nite number of events. Such a process is
necessarily crashed because otherwise the execution of the algorithm of Fig. 2 brings
forth an in2nity of events (since each execution of an instruction of the protocol is
assumed to be terminating). All write events of a crashed process are terminating,
and we assume that each register of a crashed process has a 2nal determining write.
When process Pi is crashed we also say “i is crashed”.
2. Processes that are not 2nite are called alive in S. An alive process may behave
in any chaotic way, but it 2nally resumes regular execution of its protocol, with
normal semantics. Such processes are in2nite in the sense that they execute an
in2nite number of instructions. However, they may well be locked in some non-
terminating loop of their programs.
Having these assumptions in mind let  0 be a moment in S such that:
1. All write events by 2nite (crashed) processes have terminated before  0. We assume
a 2nal write event for each register owned by a 2nite process, such that any read of
that register done after  0 returns its 2nal value. These last write events are called
“determining writes” because they determine the values of the registers owned by
2nite processes. The values written by these determining writes are within their
types, but have no other restrictions.
2. All registers behave correctly after  0. It is possible that r is a read done after  0
but !(r) is not after  0. In such a case !(r) will be an initial event of the 2nal
part generated by the events that happen after  0.
3. Any alive process behaves normally after  0, in accordance with its protocol.
When dealing with questions of self-stabilization it is customary to start after  0.
That is to take as actual events only those events of E that happen after  0 and to
rede2ne S as that 2nal part generated by these events. The resulting system-execution
is said then to be normal. So we have a de2nition:
Denition 2.4. S is a normal system-execution if it satis2es the following properties.
1. If a process is 2nite in S then it includes just initial events which are the initial
determining writes on the registers owned by the process; one write per register.
These initial write events are all in sort I and they precede any actual event. That
is, if w is any event by a crashed process, and e is any actual event, then w∈ I
and w¡S e holds. If w∈ I belongs to an alive process, and e is an actual event,
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then w¿|S e. As the example of Fig. 1 shows, an alive process may have two initial
write events.
2. All registers behave correctly. Initial writes (in I) may be values !(r) of reads r
in E. All alive processes are normally executing their protocols in E. That is, their
actual events in E correspond to instructions correctly executed. However, an alive
process may begin its execution at some arbitrary state (instruction and variables
values). A (partial) execution of a protocol which begins in some instruction other
than the 2rst instruction and continue to execute the protocol regularly is said to be
baseless. A complete execution of the protocol which begins from the 2rst instruc-
tion (but which may be non-terminating because of some endless loop) is said to
be justi6ed.
Following [6] we de2ne now self-stabilization by means of system-executions.
A protocol is de2ned to be self-stabilizing with respect to some desirable property
’ if every normal system-execution that represents an execution of the protocol con-
tains a 2nal part that satis2es ’.
2.5. Timestamps
To motivate the formal de2nition of timestamps we begin with an intuitive descrip-
tion that will eventually lead to a 2rst-order language and axioms that de2ne concurrent
timestamp systems. Essentially this is a variant of the Dolev and Shavit speci2cation
[13] (see also [18,19]).
Suppose N processes that independently write from time to time timestamped mes-
sages to their registers. These processes are called labelers or timestampers because
of the timestamp labels of their messages. So the values that the registers carry have
two 2elds: timestamps and information (or message, in a set denoted message type).
It is possible that a labeler is (temporarily) out of business, and for this a special mes-
sage “inactive” assumed in message type may indicate that it is out of the game. Each
labeler is serial, that is its operations are linearly ordered in time, but the operations
of two distinct labelers may well overlap.
The customers that use these messages are called “scanners”. From time to time a
scanner reads the announcements of all labelers and then it reports its 2nding in the
form of a pair 〈/;messages〉 where:
1. / is an ordering (according to their timestamps) of the labelers.
2. messages is a sequence giving to each labeler index (or name) its accompanying
message.
Why do the scanners return orderings / and not the actual timestamps seen (with
their messages)? Indeed if the timestamps are numbers then the temporal precedence
is reNected by the 2xed ordering of the numbers. However when 2nite values are used
there is no such obvious correspondence between the 2nite values and the priorities.
Since we want to abstract the notion of timestamps we need a general notion that
encompasses both the 2nite and the in2nite cases.
In applications, a process can be both a labeler (when it writes messages) and a
scanner (when it reads messages of other processes), but for a clear presentation of
the theory I prefer to make this distinction between labelers and scanners.
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What should be the properties of these orderings returned by the scanners, and how
should they be related to the labeling events? Every scanning operation is related to
N labeling operations: if S is a scanning operation execution that reported the pair
〈/;messages〉, then we assume that S has actually seen N labeling events M1; : : : ; MN
made by the N labeling processes Labeler1; : : : ;LabelerN and the pair 〈/;messages〉
faithfully represents the status of these labeling events. This means that
1. The message written by Mi is messages[i], and
2. if Mj precedes Mk (i.e. Mj¡Mk in the temporal precedence relation) then / puts
Labelerj before Labelerk (or j before k).
So / is an ordering of the indexes rather than the corresponding events because this
is a data structure returned by the scanning operation.
An additional property is required however. This is the coherence or consistency
of the ordering reported by di>erent scanning operations. Namely, if both S1 and S2
are scanning operations that happen to have both viewed Mj and Mk then their re-
ports on the ordering of the two indexes should agree. An equivalent way to state
this property is to say that there exists a linear ordering, denoted ⇒ , that extends
the precedence relation on the labeling events, and such that the ordering returned by
any scanning operation is in accordance with ⇒ . For a formal 2rst-order expression
of this property we must specify what it means for a labeling event M to be viewed
by a scanning operation S. For this aim we assume a function, denoted +i, with the
idea that +i(S) is the labeling event M by Labeleri that has a>ected S. We now
describe an appropriate 2rst-order language, and then the speci2cation of timestamp
systems is expressed in this language. Formally, de2ning a language is just listing its
symbols, but the following list contains some additional motivating remarks made for
clarity.
The rst-order language for specifying concurrent timestamp systems consists of
the following constants, functions, and predicates (in addition to those symbols such
as ¡S and I which are common to every system execution S).
When we say “event” we mean element of E ∪ I . We say “actual event” to refer to
members of E, and “initial event” to refer to members of I .
atemporal values: These are the messages in message type (the class of all possible
messages) and the indexes 1; : : : ; N of the labeling processes.
constants: The numbers 1; : : : ; N are constants, called indexes. (N is a 2xed natural
number representing the number of labeling processes. The number i represents the
ith labeling process.)
unary predicates: Scanner; Labeler1; : : : ;LabelerN . These are the processes.
Scanner(x) says that event x is a scanner event. Labeleri(x) says that x is a
labeling event by the ith labeling process. We de2ne
Labeler =
⋃
16i6N
Labeleri:
That is, Labeler(e) i> for some index i Labeleri(e).
For Nexibility of expression, two additional predicates are de2ned on the events:
SCAN, and LABEL. SCAN(S) is synonymous with Scanner(S), and LABEL(x) is equiv-
alent to “Labeler(x) and x is an actual event”. That is, LABEL denotes the set of all
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Labeler events in E. (We tend to use LABEL and SCAN when we refer to executions
of protocols with these names.)
binary predicate: ⇒ is a binary predicate on the set of Labeler events. (It is used as
the global ordering of the set of labeling operation executions.)
functions: /; message; messages, and +1; : : : ; +N .
For any SCAN operation S; /(S) is an ordering of the set of indexes {1; : : : ; N}.
For any Labeler event L; message(L) is some value in message type, We say
that message(L) is the message written by L.
For any SCAN event S messages(S) is a sequence of N messages, and we write
messages(S)(i) for the ith value in this sequence. (It is supposed to represent the
message captured from Labeleri and returned by S.)
There are N additional functions, +i : Scanner→Labeleri, for 16i6N . The
exact role of these functions will be clari2ed in the following subsection. Intuitively,
+i(S)=M means that the Scanner event S “has seen and returned” the (value of
the) Labeleri event M .
This ends the description of the symbols and hence of a 2rst-order language for
timestamp systems which we denote L. The following subsection contains a list of
requirements formulated as sentences of this language, and any system execution that
satis2es these sentences is called a ctss execution (Concurrent TimeStamp System
execution).
2.6. De6nition of concurrent timestamp systems
This subsection contains a list of statements in the language L which constitutes the
ctss speci2cation. We have in mind a class ST consisting of all system executions
S=(E; I; A; ¡S ; F) with signature L that satisfy these axioms. ST is called a system;
it is the system of timestamps, namely a formal de2nition of the correct behavior of
timestamping protocols.
Instead of giving the axioms in pure 2rst-order language, we mix pure and informal
mathematical language. This measure of informality is taken for readability. (To write
these speci2cations more formally, the reader may want to add a function Index de2ned
on the Labeler events assigning the index i to the events in Labeleri.)
atemporal values: The sort of atemporal values consist exactly of the messages in mes-
sage type and the indexes {1; : : : ; N}. So there are two types of atemporal objects:
the values of messages and the id’s of Labeler processes.
processes: The processes are Scanner and Labeleri, for 16i6N . Every event is termi-
nating and it falls under one of these predicates. The processes are pairwise disjoint.
That is, for every index i
∀x; y (Scanner(x) & Labeleri(y)→ x = y)
and likewise for every 16i¡j6N
∀x; y (Labeleri(x) ∧ Labelerj(y)→ x = y):
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Each Labeler process is serial:
Labeleri(a) & Labeleri(b) & a = b→ a ¡S b ∨ b ¡S a:
Labeler(x) i> ∃i; 16i6N; Labeleri(x). Each Labeleri contains one or more ini-
tialization events (events of I) which are the 2rst events in Labeleri.
Scanner and SCAN have the same extension. Labeleri consists of initialization
events followed by LABEL actual events. (It would have been possible to require
that Scanner is partitioned into serial processes, however this is not necessary and
Scanner is viewed here as a single process which is not necessarily serial.)
regularity: For each 16i6N; +i is a regular function from Scanner to Labeleri. That
is for every S in Scanner:
1. +i(S)¿|S S, and
2. there is no Labeleri event W such that +i(S)¡SW ¡S S.
Bloom’s property: For every Scanner event S, and index 16i6N ,
+i(S) ¡S end(S):
(Bloom [9] used such a property in a di>erent context.) Since the events are ab-
stract entities (rather than intervals) the meaning of this sentence can be clari2ed by
an earlier comment on the usage of end : the sentence says that ∀e (S ¡S e→
+i(S)¡S e).
global ordering: ⇒ is a linear ordering on the Labeler events (both in E and I) that
satis2es the following.
1. If a and e are Labeler events such that a∈ I and e∈E then a⇒ e (that is the
Labeler events in E form a 2nal segment in the ⇒ ordering), and
2. if b1; b2 ∈E are LABEL events such that b1¡S b2 then b1⇒ b2.
So if b1¡S b2 are both in I then b1⇒ b2 is not required.
local ordering: For every Scanner event S; /(S) is an irreNexive ordering of the index
set {1; : : : ; N}, and messages(S) is a sequence of length N of messages.
global coherence: For every Scanner event S and indexes i = j, if L=+i(S) and
M =+j(S) then:
i /(S) j i> L⇒ M:
Moreover, message(+i(S))=messages(S)(i) for every index i.
We are going to see in the sequel protocols that implement operations LABEL, and
SCAN so that the Timestamp Speci2cation axioms described above hold. Notice that
these ctss axioms do not exclude the possibility that some of the processes are crashed.
2.6.1. Comparison with Dolev and Shavit
The ctss given here resembles but is not exactly the same as those of Dolev and
Shavit [13], and for that readers who are interested to compare the two speci2cations
we bring this short subsection. There are stylistic di>erences and di>erences that stem
from a somewhat di>erent choice of framework, and I shall say just two remarks
about these. Dolev and Shavit use the ordered set of natural numbers to itemize the
sequences of scan and label operation executions. So they use L[k]p to denote the kth
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labeling event by Labelerp. I prefer not to introduce the natural numbers, but since
the labelers are assumed to be serial and since the 2niteness requirement that hold in
any system execution implies that each labeler is either 2nite or has events of order
type that of the natural numbers, the two approaches are essentially equivalent.
Another di>erence of a similar nature is that we use here the function expression
L=+p(S), whereas Dolev and Shavit say that L= ‘
[k]
p is a labeled-value in R‘ of
S = S [k]p .
If we disregard these secondary di>erences, and write the speci2cations of Dolev
and Shavit in our notation we get the following:
P1: There exists an irreNexive total ordering ⇒ on the set of all labeling operation
executions that extend the precedence relationship on Labeler. That is, if L¡S L′
are labeling events, then L⇒L′. Moreover, if S is any scan operation execution and
/(S) is the corresponding index ordering, then for every indexes p and q,
p /(S) q i> +p(S)⇒ +q(S):
P2: regularity. For every scanning S and index p; +p(S)¿|S S and there is no Labelerp
event L such that +p(S)¡S L¡S S.
P3: monotonicity. If S ¡S S ′ are scanning events, then +p(S ′)¡S +p(S) is impossi-
ble.
P4: If S ¡S L where S is a scanning and L a labeling events, then
+p(S)⇒L
for every index p.
It can be proved quite easily that our speci2cations imply P1–P4. For example,
to get P3 assume that S ¡S S ′ are scanning events such that +p(S ′)¡S +p(S). Then
Bloom’s property implies that +p(S)¡S end(S) and hence that +p(S)¡S S ′. But this
contradicts regularity of +.
When we consider the question of deducing our speci2cations from those of Dolev
and Shavit we realize that Bloom’s property cannot be deduced. However, it can be
proved (and we leave it as an exercise) that if a system execution satis2es the spec-
i2cations of Dolev and Shavit, then it has an augmentation that satis2es these spec-
i2cations and Bloom’s property in addition. So the two speci2cations are virtually
equivalent (Dolev and Shavit do not mention initial events since they do not deal with
self-stabilization).
2.6.2. Formal de6nition of self-stabilizing ctss
If H is a system execution that is a structure for the language L for the ctss
speci2cations, it is possible that the ctss axioms do not hold in H but they do in
some 2nal part of H. In this case we shall say that the axioms 6nally hold in H, or
that H 2nally satis2es the ctss axioms.
Recall from Section 2.2 that a 2nal part of a system-execution is the system-execution
generated by a 2nal-segment of the set of events. In our case, since the only event-
valued functions are the +j’s, we have the following. Suppose that H=(H; I; A; ¡S;
F) where H is the sort of actual events of H; I is the sort of initial events, A is
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the sort of atemporals, and F is the collection of function, predicates and constants as
required by L. Let Y0⊆H be a 2nal segment of actual events (that is A¡H B and
A∈Y0 imply that B∈Y0). De2ne
I0 = {+i(S) | for some i; S ∈ Y0 is a Scanner event such that +i(S) =∈ Y0}:
Then the system-execution generated by Y0 has I0 as set of initial events, Y0 as actual
events, A (inherited from H) as atemporal objects, and all functions, predicates, and
constants are de2ned by restricting those of H to these sorts.
Given a 2nal segment Y of H , we want to 2nd conditions under which Y contains
a 2nal segment Y0 such that the 2nal part of H that Y0 generates satis2es the ctss.
We write these as a rather long lemma.
Lemma 2.5. Let H=(H; I; A; ¡S ; F) be a system-execution with the ctss signa-
ture L, and let Y ⊆H be a 6nal segment such that the following hold.
Atemporal values and processes: These are as speci6ed in Section 2.6. That is, the
atemporals are the messages and indexes, and the processes are the Scanner and
Labeleri. (Each Labeleri is serial.) The additional requirement is made that if
Labeleri is crashed (that is, 6nite) then it contains no events in Y .
regularity for Y : For every S in Y ∩Scanner and index i:
1. +i(S)¿|S S is in Labeleri, and
2. there is no Labeleri event W such that +i(S)¡SW ¡S S.
Bloom’s property for Y : For every Scanner event S ∈Y , and index 16i6N; +i(S)
¡S end(S):
global ordering on Y : The restriction of ⇒ to Y is a linear ordering on the Labeler
events in Y . In addition ⇒ satis6es the following.
1. If a and e are Labeler events such that a is in a crashed process and e∈Y then
a⇒ e.
2. If b1; b2 both in Y are LABEL events such that b1¡S b2 then b1⇒ b2.
local ordering for Y : For every Scanner event S in Y; /(S) is an irre?exive ordering
of the index set {1; : : : ; N}, and messages(S) is a sequence of length N of messages.
global coherence for Y : For every Scanner event S in Y and indexes i = j, if L=+i
(S) and M =+j(S) then:
i /(S) j i> L⇒ M:
Moreover, message(+i(S))=messages(S)(i) for every index i.
Then (if all of these properties hold at Y ) there exists a 6nal segment Y0 of Y
such that the 6nal part of H generated by Y0 satis6es the ctss axioms.
Proof. We 2rst explain why it is conceivable that the 2nal part of H generated by Y
itself may not satisfy the ctss axioms and why it is necessary to look for a 2nal
segment of Y . Well, it could be that ⇒ is not a linear ordering of all the events in
the generated structure (it is only a linear ordering of Y ), but even worst it is possible
that property 1 of the global ordering requirement does not hold. Namely, it is possible
that a and e are Labeler events such that e∈Y and a is an initial event in the 2nal
part generated by Y , and yet e⇒ a (instead of the required a⇒ e).
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It is possible to 2nd a moment  such that for every event X that is either contem-
porary with  or happens after  
1. X is in Y , and
2. if X is a SCAN event then for i such that Labeleri is not crashed +i(X ) is in Y .
Indeed, if Labeleri is not crashed and L is in Labeleri then there are only 2nitely
many SCAN events S such that L=+i(S). (Argument: Since Labeleri is not crashed
and every one of its events is terminating, there are in2nitely many Labeleri events.
Let L′ be a LABEL event in Labeleri after L; then there is only a 2nite number of
events X for which L′¡H X does not hold. But if L′¡H X and X is a SCAN then
L=+i(X ) is impossible.)
Now let Y0 be the set of all events X that start after  or else are contemporary
with  and are LABEL events such that L⇒X for every LABEL event L in Y that
ends before  . We claim that the 2nal part of H generated by Y0 satis2es the ctss
requirements. Let I0 be the set of initial events of the 2nal part generated by Y0.
I0 = {+i(S) | S ∈ Y0 is a SCAN event; but +i(S) =∈ Y0}:
Observe that for every crashed Labeleri there is a single event initi in I0 ∩Labeleri.
Observe also that all events in I0 are in Y , unless in a crashed process.
We must prove that the ctss axioms hold in the 2nal part generated by Y0. All are
obvious except global ordering 1 which we prove now. Suppose that X is a LABEL
event in Y0, we must prove that L⇒X for every Labeler event L in I0. There are
three cases:
1. If L is initi for a crashed Labeleri, then this is explicitly stated in the global ordering
assumption of the lemma.
2. If L is a LABEL event in I0 that ends before  , then either L¡H X (if X starts after
 ) and then L⇒X because ⇒ extends ¡H on Y , or else X is contemporary with
 and then the requirement L⇒X was explicitly made when de2ning Y0.
3. If L is contemporary with  , then it was not introduced into Y0 because for some
LABEL event L1 ∈Y that ends before  ; L⇒L1. But as L1⇒X follows from the
previous case, L⇒X as well by transitivity.
The remaining properties of the ctss are simpler to prove.
3. Unbounded timestamps
In most applications timestamps are given as dates (with di>erent degrees of accu-
racy), but here unbounded timestamps are just natural numbers. Our reason for bringing
protocols with unbounded numbers as timestamps is that these simpler protocols o>er
an intuition that can help us later when we investigate bounded values. This section
deals with the following protocols and subjects.
1. An atomic register protocol (by Vitanyi and Awerbuch [30]) and axioms for the
atomic register problem. (Section 3.1.)
2. The Skewed Timestamps Protocol. (Section 3.2.)
Only the Skewed Timestamps Protocol is original, and the experienced reader has
surely met (some version of) the 2rst protocol (see e.g. Chapter 16 in [8]).
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WRITE (a: message type) (* by Writeri *)
1. forall j (16j6N and j = i) concurrently do
read(Head(j); h(j));
2. h(i):timestamp := 1 + max{ h(j):timestamp | 16j6N};
3. h(i):message := a;
4. write(Head(i); h(i)).
READ
1. forall j (16j6N ) concurrently do
read(Head(j); h(j));
2. t := max{ h(j):timestamp | 16j6N};
r := max{ j | h(j):timestamp= t};
3. return h(r).message.
Fig. 4. Atomic READ=WRITE with unbounded timestamps.
3.1. An atomic register protocol
The Multiwriter Atomic Register Problem dealt with in this paper is the problem of
devising a protocol that implements an n-writer, m-reader atomic register with 1-writer,
m-reader atomic registers. (We shall not investigate here the question of implementing
multiple-reader stable and atomic registers with single-writer, single-reader stable and
atomic registers.) The atomic register protocol is required to be wait free: the execution
of the protocol consists of a 2xed number of read/write events which only depends on
the number of processes involved and not on the particular execution.
It is well known that the use of unbounded timestamps can solve the Multiwriter
Atomic Register Problem, and a considerable research e>ort was consecrated to solving
this problem with only bounded values (see a textbook such as [26], and the article
[4] (which is not cited in that book)). We shall present a solution that is in addition
self-stabilizing, but 2rst we deal here with a well-known, unbounded version [30].
This allows us to explain some of the ideas involved in the 2nal proof gradually,
and especially to introduce our 2rst-order model theoretic approach for proving the
correctness of protocols.
The protocol of Fig. 4 implements READ/WRITE operations that will be shown to
ful2ll the requirements for an atomic register.
The processes are the serial Writeri, for 16i6N , collectively called Writer, and the
not necessarily serial Reader process. We assume that each Writeri writes on a serial
register, Head(i), which is read by all other processes. Reader has no register to write
on; readers do not write. Register Head(i) carries values of a type called head type. If
h is a value in head type, then h has two 2elds: h.message is a data in message type,
and h.timestamp is an integer. Initially, the Head(i) registers are set to an initial value
〈a0; k〉 where a0 is an initial message and k some initial timestamp number. We assume
initi events which write these values on every register Head(i).
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The local variables h(j); 16j6N , used by the READ and the WRITE protocols are of
type head type. (Locality of these variables means that each process has a private copy
of variable h.) Initially, h(i).timestamp = 0; and at the beginning of any subsequent
WRITE execution, h(i).timestamp retains its value from the previous WRITE. (This is
not important for the READ, but it implies that the values of h(i) (for Writeri) increase
at each execution of WRITE).
The instruction to read a register R, “read(R; x)”, is executed by a read event which
returns a value and assigns that value to variable x. The instruction “write(R; v)” assigns
the value of v to register R.
The instruction
forall k (’(k)) concurrently do 4(k)
is executed by creating a process which executes 4(k), for each index k that satisfy
’(k).
In executing line 1, Writeri concurrently reads all other Writers’ timestamps, and
sets its own timestamp to be greater than all of their timestamps and greater than its
own previous timestamp (which we have assumed to be initially 0). Then the Writer
writes in its register the message a (given as a parameter) together with its timestamp
(the pair h(i) is thus a timestamped message).
The Reader concurrently reads all the Writers’ registers and records their values
in variables h(j)’s. Then it considers all the timestamps found and chooses the return
index r in executing line 2. First, the maximal timestamp t is chosen, and then (as
there might be several indexes with that maximal value) the largest index r having
timestamp t is chosen as the return index. The message found at r’s register is returned
by the READ operation. (It is natural to de2ne a lexicographical ordering on the pairs
〈t; j〉 where t is a timestamp and 16j6N an index, and then the choice made in line
2 can be succinctly described by saying that the index in the maximal pair is chosen
as the return index.)
A system execution is an execution of the protocol if it contains higher-level events
representing WRITE operation executions by Writeri, for 16i6N , and READ operation
executions, where each WRITE of value a is implemented by lower-level events that
describe an execution of the WRITE procedure (with parameter a) and each READ
operation execution is implemented by lower-level events that describe an execution
of the READ procedure.
The correctness of this protocol is proved in two stages.
1. We shall introduce a set of axioms concerning higher-level events, and prove that
they imply atomicity of the register. This is done in Section 3.1.1.
2. Then we prove that the unbounded timestamp protocol implements these axioms
(in the sense that any system-execution of that protocol induces a higher-level view
that is a model of the axioms). This is done in Section 3.1.2.
3.1.1. Axioms that imply atomicity
The purpose of this section is to axiomatize the behavior of the unbounded timestamp
atomic register protocol. The axioms are suFciently general to accommodate a self-
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stabilizing protocol with bounded values, as we shall see later (Section 4.3), and hence
their importance for us. The language in which these axioms are formulated consists
of the following signature. Unary predicates: Reader , Writer, READ, WRITE. Binary
predicates: ¡ and ⇒ . And unary function symbols + and value. Assume a system
execution with initial events H=(H; I; A; ¡H ; G), where ¡H interprets ¡ and G
contains the interpretations of all other symbols of the signature. We write Writer, etc.
rather than WriterH. the set of events H ∪ I is a disjoint union of two (non sequential)
processes
H ∪ I = Writer ∪ Reader:
We assume that G contains a function value, which is de2ned on H ∪ I and takes on
values in type message type. The idea is that value(X ) is the value written by a write
event when Writer(X ), and it is the value returned by a read event when Reader(X ).
Also assume in G an irreNexive linear ordering ⇒ de2ned on Writer, and a function
+ : Reader→Writer. We shall call ⇒ “the Writer’s global order”, and + “the return
function”. In addition, G contains predicates READ/WRITE de2ned on H ∪ I . These are
almost synonymous with Reader and Writer respectively. That is, READ(X ) exactly
if and only if Reader(X ). But WRITE(X ) if and only if Writer(X ) and X ∈H . So,
viewing unary predicates as sets,
WRITE = Writer ∩ H = Writer\I:
These additional predicates are not strictly necessary, but it seems handy to have a
richer language, especially since we want to reserve READ/WRITE to executions of
operations (protocols) with these names. The following axioms are formulated in the
language just described.
1. Writer consists of initialization events (in I) and events in H (called WRITE events).
Reader has the same extension as READ events, which are all in H .
2. Relation ⇒ is a linear ordering on Writer. It puts the initial events before any
actual event, and it extends ¡H on the WRITE events (i.e., W1¡HW2 implies
W1⇒W2 for any WRITE events W1 and W2.)
3. For a READ event R, and a Writer event W , if W ¡H R then
W = +(R) or W ⇒ +(R):
4. +(R)¡H end(R) for every READ event R.
5. For any READ, R; +(R) is a Writer event such that value(R)= value(+(R)).
Theorem 3.1. If H satis6es Axioms 1–5, then the functions + and value form an
atomic register.
Proof. Assume that the 2ve axioms hold in H. By de2nition, a register is atomic
in a system-execution i> it is serial in some augment of that system execution (see
De2nition 2.1). That is, to prove atomicity we have to de2ne an augment H1 of H in
which ¡H is extended to a linear order ¡H1 such that value(R), for any READ R, is
value(W ) where W =+(R) is the ¡H1 rightmost Writer event W such that W¡H1 R.
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For each Writer event, W in H ∪ I , let the block of W consists of W together with
all READ events, R∈H , such that +(R)=W .
Firstly, de2ne a linear ordering ¡H1 on each block separately by extending ¡H
on the Reader events in the block, and setting the Writer event W to be the ¡H1 2rst
in its block. There is no problem in putting W 2rst, and still extending ¡H , because
Axiom 4 implies that R¡H +(R) is not possible.
Secondly, for events X1; X2 in di>erent blocks of Writer events W1 and W2 respec-
tively, set X1¡H1 X2 i> W1⇒W2. Since ⇒ linearly orders Writer, ¡H1 is a linear
ordering on the Readers/Writers events in H as required, and the only problem is to
show that it extends ¡H .
For each block separately, we have already seen that ¡H1 extends ¡H . So now
let W1⇒W2 be two Writer events; we must show that there are no events X1; X2 in
the blocks of W1 and W2 such that X2¡H X1. Since W2¡HW1 is not possible (as
⇒ extends ¡H ) the only possibilities that should be excluded are the following:
1. W2¡H R1,
2. R2¡HW1,
3. R2¡H R1,
where R1 and R2 are READ events in the blocks of W1 and W2 respectively.
The 2rst possibility to rule out is W2¡H R1. If it holds, then Axiom 3 would imply
that either W2 =+(R1), which is not the case, or W2⇒+(R1)=W1, in contradiction
to W1⇒W2.
The second bad possibility is R2¡HW1. For the sake of a contradiction assume
that it holds. By 4, +(R2)¡H end(R2), and thus +(R2)¡HW1. That is, W2¡HW1,
which would imply W2⇒W1 in contradiction to W1⇒W2.
The third possibility is R2¡H R1. As above, +(R2)¡H end(R2) would imply +(R2)
=W2¡H R1, and we are back to case one.
Remark. The extension of ¡H on a single block to a linear ordering is of course
possible by a general theorem stating that any partial order can be so extended, but it
is also possible to de2ne the relation
A ≺ B i> ∀X (B ¡H X → A ¡H X ):
Now ≺ is a linear preorder; that is ≺ is transitive and reNexive. Also if ¬(A≺B) then
B≺A. The ordering of two events in the same equivalence class may be resolved by the
assumption that the set of events is a disjoint union of serial processes, Pi; 16i6K .
Then put A¡B i> A≺B but ¬(B≺A), or A≺B and B≺A and A∈Pi; B∈Pj and
i¡j. Then ¡ is a linear ordering which extends ¡H .
3.1.2. The functions consider, ts and +, and their properties
We continue to analyze the protocol of Fig. 4 in order to prove that any sys-
tem execution of that protocol has a higher-level view that satis2es the 2ve axioms
for atomicity. This will show that the protocol implements an atomic register. Let
S=(E; I; A; ¡S; G) be an execution of the protocol. We assume that the registers
are serials, and an initial write for each register is assumed in I . The sort E con-
tains both lower-level and higher-level events. The lower-level events in E consist of
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read/write events on the Head(j) registers, as dictated by the protocol. (The function
! in G relates reads to writes. See De2nition 2.2.) The higher-level events in E cor-
respond to operation executions of the READ or WRITE protocol. Any READ/WRITE
event is obtained by collecting the corresponding lower-level events. In addition, if
initj is the assumed initial write on register Head(j), then an initial higher-level event
Initj = {initj} is formed. The collection of these higher-level events is denoted H . (So
H is a unary predicate de2ned on the sort of events, and a membership relation ∈ is
assumed to relate lower-level events with the higher-level events containing them. See
Section 2.3.) The sort of initialization events Initj is denoted I .
We next de2ne the following functions on higher-level events. The ranges of func-
tions considerj and + also consist of higher-level events. Thus the range of considerj
consists of Initj and the higher-level operation executions of WRITE by Writerj.
1. considerj: READ ∪ WRITE→Writerj, for 16j6N .
2. ts: WRITE ∪ I→ the set of natural numbers.
3. /: READ→ linear orderings of {1; : : : ; N}.
4. +: READ→WRITE ∪ I .
5. value: H ∪ I→message type.
6. index: Writer→ {1; : : : ; N}.
These functions are de2ned as follows.
First considerj(X ) is de2ned for any higher-level READ or WRITE event X ∈H and
index 16j6N : If X is a WRITE by Writerj, then considerj(X ) is the previous Writerj
event in H (it could well be Initj). Else, let s∈X be the lower-level read of register
Head(j) executed in line 1 (of the READ or WRITE protocol), and set
considerj(X ) = [!(s)]:
That is, considerj(X ) is the Writer event containing !(s). In case !(s) is the initial
write in Writerj, considerj(X )= Initj. The following lemma is easy to establish.
Lemma 3.2. (1) For every j, considerj is a regular function from the set of READ=
WRITE events into Writerj.
(2) considerj(X )¡H end(X ). (This is a consequence of the assumption that the
Head register are serial.)
Next, de2ne the function ts(W ) (the timestamp of W ) for every Writer event. It is
the timestamp 2eld written by W in the Head register. The value of ts(Initi) is the
(arbitrarily) chosen timestamp written initially, and for a WRITE event W by Writeri,
ts(W ) is equal to (h(i):timestamp)W (that is, the value of 2eld timestamp in variable
h(i) at the end of W ).
The two functions, consider and ts are connected in the following lemma, which
expresses the fact that a WRITE chooses bigger timestamps than those considered.
Lemma 3.3. For any WRITE W and index j
ts(considerj(W )) ¡ ts(W ):
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The proof is obvious since W chooses its timestamp to be bigger (by 1) than the
maximum over all timestamps considered (including its previous one).
For every READ event R de2ne a linear ordering /(R) on the set of indexes {1 : : : N}
which determines the return index r as follows.
Denition 3.4. For any READ event R, de2ne a relation /(R) on {1; : : : ; N} as follows.
For i = j, i/(R)j if and only if
(h(i):timestamp ¡ h(j):timestamp)R or
(h(i):timestamp = h(j):timestamp)R and i ¡ j:
Here (h(i):timestamp= h(j):timestamp)R is the truth value of this formula as it holds
for the values of variable h after the execution of line 1 in R.
Whatever the values of h(i)R are, /(R) is clearly a linear ordering on {1 : : : N}.
Since h(i)R is the value obtained by R in the Read of Head(i), we obviously have for
every i and j in {1; : : : ; N}:
Lemma 3.5. i /(R) j iA
ts(consideri(R)) ¡ ts(considerj(R)) or
ts(consideri(R)) = ts(considerj(R)) and i ¡ j:
We see in line 2 of the READ protocol, that rR (the value of variable r as determined
by R) is the /(R) maximal index. We call rR the “return index of R”.
The return function + is now de2ned. For any READ event R let r be the return
index of R and de2ne
+(R) = considerr(R):
That is, let s∈R be the read of Head(r) (executed in line 1 of the READ protocol),
let w=!(s) be the corresponding write on Head(r), and let [w] be the Writerr event
to which w belongs (possibly to Initr). Then de2ne +(R)= [w]:
De2ne value(R) for a READ event R to be the message returned by R. Likewise, for
any Writer event W , value(W ) is the message 2eld written on the Head register.
Lemma 3.6. +(R) is de6ned for any READ R, and it satis6es:
1. value(R)= value(+(R)),
2. If r is the return index of R, then
considerr(R) = +(R) ¡H end(R):
The proof is left to the reader.
Finally, for every Writeri event X we de2ne index(X )= i.
We now form a higher-level view H of S obtained as follows. There is a single
initial event in H, it is that initial write in I which has the greatest 〈timestamp; index〉
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value. The actual events of H are the operation executions in H . The linear ordering
⇒ is de2ned as follows on the Writer events in H:
Denition 3.7. For distinct Writer events W1; W2:
W1 ⇒ W2
i>
ts(W1) ¡ ts(W2) or else ts(W1) = ts(W2) and index(W1) ¡ index(W2):
Clearly, ⇒ is a linear order on Writer. To show that it extends ¡H , we have:
Lemma 3.8 (Monotonicity). If X ¡H Y are Writer events, then ts(X )¡ts(Y ).
Proof. The proof is by induction on ts(Y ). If Y is the Init event then no X ¡H Y
exists and the lemma is trivially true. So assume Y is a WRITE event, and hence
consideri(Y ) is de2ned for any 16i6N .
Suppose that X ¡H Y and put i= index(X ). Since X ¡H Y , X ¡H econsideri(Y )
(this follows from the seriality of Writeri, and the regularity of consider).
By Lemma 3.3,
ts(consideri(Y )) ¡ ts(Y ):
If X = consideri(Y ) then we are done. Otherwise, X ¡H Y ′ = consideri(Y ) and induc-
tion can be applied to Y ′ to prove that ts(X )¡ts(Y ′); and this proves the lemma as
ts(Y ′)¡ts(Y ).
So ⇒ extends ¡H on the WRITE events. Clearly the initial event is ⇒ before
any non initial (actual) WRITE event. So Axiom 2 of 3.1.1 is proved.
Now to prove Axiom 3, suppose that W ¡H R and we shall see that W =+(R) or
W ⇒+(R).
Let i= index(W ); r= index(+(R)). Let M = consideri(R). Then M is by Writeri.
By regularity of consideri and seriality of Writeri, W ¡H R implies that W 6HM .
So it suFces to prove that
M = +(R) or M ⇒ +(R) (1)
because then W =M implies W =+(R) or W ⇒+(R) as required, and W ¡HM im-
plies W ⇒M and hence W ⇒+(R).
Assume 2rst that i= r. Then by de2nition of +, M = consideri(R)=+(R), and this
proves (1).
Next assume i = r. Then i / (R)r since the return index is the /(R) maximal index.
Put t0 = ts(M), t1 = ts(considerr(R))= ts(+(R)). Then i /(R) r implies (by De2ni-
tion 3.4) that t0¡t1 or (t0 = t1 and i¡r). By de2nition, this implies that M⇒+(R).
Axioms 4 and 5 are obvious. Hence all axioms of 3.1.1 hold and the unbounded
timestamps protocol of Fig. 4 indeed implements an atomic register.
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3.2. The Skewed timestamps protocol
The Skewed Timestamps Protocol implements a ctss in a way that is quite di>erent
from the classical unbounded timestamping protocol of Vitanyi and Awerbuch [30].
Both use vector timestamps, but here the vectors are not of constant length N . Rather
Labeleri (for 16i6N ) uses vectors of length i. Since the protocol is not symmetric,
it is called the “skewed” timestamp protocol. It is important for us because it re-
sembles the bounded self-stabilizing protocol for weak timestamps, which is the main
contribution of this paper.
First the data types of the protocol are de2ned. The type report type is the set of all
sequences of natural numbers of length 6N . For 16i6N , report typei is the subset of
report type of sequences of length exactly i. If s is in report typei then s[1]; : : : ; s[i]
denote the i entries of s. The initial value in report typei is the vector of length i
consisting of entries that are all 0’s. A linear ordering ¡LEX is de2ned on report type.
It is the lexical ordering on the 2nite sequences of natural numbers de2ned as follows.
If s and t are members of report type of lengths ls and lt respectively, then
s ¡LEX t
i> either (1) there is some k6min{ls; lt} such that s[k] = t[k] and for the 2rst such
k s[k]¡t[k], or else (2) there is no such k and ls¡lt (in which case s is the restriction
of t to the 2rst ls values).
For example, if s= 〈5; 1; 1〉 and t= 〈5; 0; 1; 3〉 are in report type3 and report type4,
then t¡LEX s. But s¡LEX〈5; 1; 1; 0〉.
De2ne head typei =message type× report typei. That is, if h is in head typei then
h has two 2elds:
1. h:message is in message type, and
2. h:report is in report typei.
For h in head typei we write h:phase for h:report[i]. That is, h:phase (the phase number
of h) is the last entry in the report of h. For example, if h= 〈m; r〉 is in head type3
where m is the message and h:report = r is 〈4; 0; 6〉, then h:phase is 6.
The protocol uses N serial registers: Head(i), for 16i6N . Each register Head(i)
can be written by Labeleri, and read by all Scanners and by higher-indexed Labelers
(i.e. by Labelerj for j¿i). The values carried by register Head(i) are in head typei.
The initial value in Head(i) is the pair 〈a0; z〉 where a0 is some initial message and z
is the initial zero vector of report typei. We assume that each Labeleri has an initial
event initi that determines this initial value of its register Head(i).
The protocol is in Fig. 5, and we go over it line by line. A SCAN operation be-
gins with a set of N reads, which can be done in any order or concurrently. Vari-
able h is an array of length N , and the value read from Head(i) is assigned to h[i].
A SCAN returns two objects: a linear ordering / of the index set, and an array of
length N of messages. The messages returned are those obtained from the reads, that
is M = 〈h[1]:message; : : : ; h[N ]:message〉. The ordering / of the index set that the SCAN
returns reNects the lexicographical ordering of the skewed vectors. Since these vectors
have pairwise distinct lengths no two vectors are the same and / is thus a strict linear
ordering of {1; : : : ; N}.
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SCAN
1. forall i (16i6N ) concurrently do read(Head(i); h[i]);
2. Let / be the ordering of the index set {1; : : : ; N} de2ned by
i / j
i>
h[i]:report ¡LEX h[j]:report;
3. de2ne an array M of messages by M [i] = h[i]:message for 16i6N .
4. return〈/;M 〉.
LABEL(p: message type) (by Labeleri)
1. forall j¡i concurrently do
(a) read(Head(j); h[j]);
(b) report[j] := h[j].phase;
2. report[i] := report[i] + 1;
3. write(Head(i); 〈p; report〉).
Fig. 5. The skewed timestamps protocol. Variables h[i] are in head typei , and variable report is in
report typei (for Labeleri). h[ j]:phase is h[ j]:report[ j]. The initial value of variable report[i] is 0.
A LABEL(p) execution (where parameter p is a message in message type) begins by
reading the registers of all Labelers with lower indexes. So Labeler1 has a particularly
simple protocol which requires no reads, and LabelerN requires N − 1 reads: those
of Head(1); : : : ;Head(N − 1). The skewed protocol is thus unbalanced. The order in
which Labeleri reads the registers Head(i) for 16j¡i is immaterial, and in fact the
registers may be read concurrently. Variable h is an array, and entry h[j] records the
value read from the serial register Head(j). So h[j] has a 2eld h[j]:report which is
in report typej, and by de2nition h[j]:phase= h[j]:report[j]. Variable report in LABEL
by Labeleri is an array of length i of natural numbers, namely a vector in report typei.
The value of report is determined as follows. For j¡i, report[j] is the phase number
read from Head(j), namely h[j]:report[j]. For i itself, report[i] is increased by one.
(You may assume that initially report[j] is zero, although this will never be used
and any value will do.) It follows that the phase numbers of the values written on
Head(i) by consecutive Labeler operations are consecutive numbers. Thus if L and L′
are LABEL executions by Labeleri and the phase number of L is smaller than that of
L′, then necessarily L precedes L′.
Fig. 6 and the comments below may help in understanding the rationale of the
protocol and serve to illustrate the various de2nitions and proofs. Suppose that there
are four Labeler processes, Labeler1; : : : ;Labeler4. The LABEL operation executions by
Labeleri are enumerated in their order: L1i ; L
2
i etc. The higher-level events of Labeler4
for example, are the initial Init4 followed by L14 etc. The vertical arrows represent
moments in which the reads in line 1 of the LABEL protocol are executed. Not all
reads appear in our illustration, only those of L14 and L
1
3. The reads of L
1
4, for example,
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Fig. 6. The reads in L14 are in the order of: Head(1), Head(3), Head(2). And L
1
3 reads 2rst Head(2) and
then Head(1). (The arrow leading from the horizontal line of Labeler1 towards L14, for example, represents
the read there of Head(1).)
obtained the values written by Init1, L12, and L
1
3 (in Labeler1, Labeler2, and Labeler3
respectively). Observe that the read in L14 of Head(1) is concurrent with L
1
1, but is
done before the write on Head(1) there and hence it obtains the value of Init1. These
arrows correspond to the functions +i, for i=1; 2; 3; 4 de2ned on the Labeler events.
For example we have
+1(L14) = Init1; +2(L
1
4) = L
1
2; +3(L
1
4) = L
1
3:
We also de2ne +4(L14)=L
1
4. Similarly,
+1(L13)=L
1
1; +2(L
1
3) = Init2; +3(L
1
3) = L
1
3:
The main idea of the Skewed Timestamps protocol is to look at the following linearly
ordered set (R;¡R) de2ned as follows. The domain R consists of all tuples of length
from one to four, say 〈X1〉, 〈X1; X2〉, 〈X1; X2; X3〉, and 〈X1; X2; X3; X4〉 where Xi is in
Labeleri. For example, X = 〈L21; Init2; L13; L524 〉 and Y = 〈L21; L72; Init3〉 are in R. These
vectors of events are ordered lexicographically by ¡R. For example, X¡RY . (Compare
the entries of X and Y at Labeler1, Labeler2 etc. until a di>erence is found at Labelerm
and then let the linear ordering of Labelerm decide. In case no such di>erence is found,
X¡RY i> X is an initial segment of Y .)
In fact, not all vectors in R are equally important. We are interested only in those
that are “reported” by the LABEL operations. For each LABEL operation X we de2ne
E reports(X ) to be the sequence of labeling events reported by X . For X ∈Labelerk ,
E reports(X ) = 〈+1(X ); : : : ; +k(X )〉:
For example,
E reports(L14) = 〈Init1; L12; L13; L14〉
E reports(L13) = 〈L11; Init2; L13〉
E reports(Lk1) = 〈Lk1〉 for every k:
Although the initial events contain no reads, it is natural to de2ne that every ini-
tial events reports on initial events of lower indexes and on itself. So, for example,
E reports(Init1)= Init1, E reports(Init2)= 〈Init1; Init2〉, etc.
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Fig. 7. A SCAN event S (the arrows leading to S represent the readings there). +1(S)= L21, +2(S)= L
2
2,
+3(S)= Init3, and +4(S)= L14. The ordering /(S) returned by S is a reNection of the ⇒ ordering on these
Labelers: Init3, L14, L
2
1, L
2
2.
The E reports function and the ordering ¡R determine a linear ordering on the
Labeler events themselves by
L1 ⇒ L2 i> E reports(L1) ¡R E reports(L2):
This is the linear ordering required by the concurrent timestamps speci2cation. For
example (referring to Fig. 6 of course)
Init1 ⇒ Init2 ⇒ Init3 ⇒ Init4 ⇒ L14 ⇒ L11 ⇒ L13 ⇒ L21 ⇒ L12 ⇒ L22:
Now the SCAN events contain only read events: each SCAN reads all the Head(j)
registers and collects the values returned in its local variable h. The Labeleri event
obtained by SCAN S is denoted +i(S). Observe that every possible N -tuple can in
principle be obtained as reads of some SCAN. For example a SCAN S which reads
〈L21; L22; Init3; L14〉 is possible (see Fig. 7). This SCAN returns the ordering /(S) deter-
mined by the N reports obtained. In our case: 3 / 4 / 1 / 2.
3.2.1. Correctness of the skewed protocol
Let S be any system execution in which the protocol is executed. So the set of
events, E, of S consists of the read=write operation executions on the serial registers
Head(i) done by the processes in executing operations SCAN=LABEL, and I consists of
the initialization writes on the registers. Recall that ! is the “return” function de2ned
on the set of read events in E (see De2nition 2.2).
Add to E all the relevant higher-level events, that is events that represent executions
of the SCAN and LABEL operations, and initial events. A Labeleri (higher-level) event
is either an execution of the LABEL protocol, or else the higher-level initialization event
which is a singleton {initi} where initi is the assumed lower-level initial write into
Head(i).
We are going to enrich S by de2ning the necessary functions so that S will be
shown to be a ctss (as de2ned in 2.6).
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1. For any SCAN event, S ∈E, /(S) is de2ned to be the index ordering returned by S.
That is,
/(S) = /S :
(We use here the convention that 9S denotes the value of variable 9 at the end of
the execution S.)
2. Similarly, messages(S) is the sequence of N messages returned by S. That is,
messages(S) = MS:
3. The functions +i are de2ned on the SCAN events. If S is a SCAN event and 16i6N
let event r be the read of Head(i) in S. De2ne +i(S)= [!(r)]. That is +i(S) is the
Labeleri event containing !(r).
Now, for later use in the proof, we also de2ne for X ∈Labelerj and k6j a Labelerk
event +k(X ) as follows.
(a) If X = Initj is the initialization event in Labelerj then we (somewhat arbitrarily)
de2ne +k(X )= Initk for k¡j, and +j(X )=X .
(b) Assume now that X is an execution of the LABEL protocol by Labelerj. For
every k¡j, X contains a unique read, r, of Head(k) (at line 1), and we de2ne
+k(X ) as that (unique) Labelerk event containing !(r). Finally for k = j we
set +j(X )=X .
4. If L is a Labelerj event, then message(L) is the message type value written on the
message 2eld of Head(j) in L.
To facilitate the proof, we will further enrich S by de2ning two functions, called
report and phase: For any Labeler event X de2ne
report(X ) = head :reportX
(this is, according to our convention, the 2eld “report” as it is written by X onto its
register). Thus, for X in Labeleri, report(X ) is in report typei, that is, an array of
length i of natural numbers.
De2ne also
phase(X ) = head :phaseX :
So if report(X )= 〈r[1]; : : : ; r[i]〉 then phase(X )= r[i].
We shall de2ne the global ordering ⇒ on the Labeler events and prove that the
properties of ctss hold. Both regularity of the functions +i and the property of Bloom
are easy to establish. Bloom’s property holds because the write onto Head(i) is the
last event in each Labeleri higher-level event and since the registers are serial.
Denition 3.9. The set R is the collection of all sequences L= 〈L1; : : : ; Lk〉, of length
16k6N , such that for all m6k Lm is in Labelerm (a LABEL event or the initialization
event there). Using the precedence relation ¡S of S and the fact that each Labelerm
is serial, we will de2ne on R a “lexicographical” ordering, denoted ¡R, as follows:
For sequences L; L′ ∈R (with lengths k and k ′, respectively) de2ne L¡RL′ i>
either for some m6min{k; k ′}, Lm =L′m and for the 2rst such m, Lm¡S L′m, or
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else there is no such m and L is a proper initial segment of L′ (and thus k¡k ′
in this case).
For example 〈L1; L2〉¡R 〈L1; L2; L3〉, and if L′1 precedes L1 in Labeler1, then 〈L′1; L′2; L′3〉
¡R 〈L1; L2〉. Since ¡S linearly orders each Labelerk , ¡R is easily seen to be a linear
ordering of R. Intuitively, the Scanner’s protocol is correct because it successfully
reNects the ordering ¡R on the Labeler events given by the return functions +i’s.
There is an obvious connection between ¡R and ¡LEX. Namely de2ne a map
P :R→ report type by the formula
P(〈L1; : : : ; Lk〉) = 〈phase(L1); : : : ; phase(Lk)〉:
Then for sequences L; L′ ∈R we have
P(L) ¡LEX P(L′) i> L ¡R L′ (2)
because on each of the serial processes Labeleri the temporal precedence relation
coincides with the ordering of the phase numbers (as natural numbers).
The following shorthand is used: For X ∈Labelerk ,
E reports(X ) = 〈+1(X ); : : : ; +k(X )〉:
Thus, intuitively, E reports(X ) is the sequence of Labeler events with lower indexes
that X has seen and X itself at last position. Observe that E reports(X ) is a sequence
of events and not any of the data types values. To stress this we add the letter E to
functions that return events.
Let X be a Labelerk event. Since X =+k(X ), E reports is clearly a one-to-one map
of Labeler into R. Hence, ¡R induces a linear ordering on Labeler which is denoted
⇒ . Speci2cally, for any Labeler events L1; L2
L1 ⇒ L2 i> E reports(L1) ¡R E reports(L2):
We will show below that ⇒ extends the precedence ordering on the LABEL events.
Lemma 3.10. (1) For any SCAN event S,
i / (S)j iA report(+i(S)) ¡LEX report(+j(S)):
(2) For any L1 ∈Labeleri, L2 ∈Labelerj,
(a) report(L1) ¡LEX report(L2) iA E reports(L1) ¡R E reports(L2).
(b) L1¡S L2 implies for every k6min{i; j} that
+k(L1)6S +k(L2):
Proof. Let S be a SCAN event. To prove 1, observe that
report(+i(S)) = (h[i]:report)S :
(Recall that h[i] is the variable to which S assigns the value obtained by reading
Head(i), and +i(S) is the Labeleri event that a>ects this reading. So clearly the value
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written by +i(S) is the value recorded in h[i].) Now 1 follows since the SCAN protocol
(at line 2) implies that (h[i]:report ¡LEX h[j]:report)S .
To prove 2, suppose that L1 ∈Labeleri and L2 ∈Labelerj. Say E reports(L1)=R1,
and E reports(L2)=R2. Clearly P(R1)= report(L1) and P(R2)= report(L2), and so
(2) implies
report(L1) ¡LEX report(L2) i> R1 ¡R R2
which proves (a).
To prove (b) assume that L1¡S L2 and let k6min{i; j} be given. Then both L1
and L2 contain a read of Head(k), but since L1 precedes L2 the read in L1 precedes that
of L2, and hence (b) follows (because otherwise +k(L2)¡S +k(L1) would contradict
the seriality of Head(k)).
Corollary 3.11. For any two Labeler events, L1¡S L2 implies L1⇒L2.
Proof. Assume L1 ∈Labeleri, L2 ∈Labelerj, and L1¡S L2. By de2nition of ⇒ , we
must prove that E reports(L1) ¡R E reports(L2). By (b) of the lemma, for every
k6min{i; j},
+k(L1)6S +k(L2):
This implies that E reports(L1)6R E reports(L2), but we will prove the strict ¡R
relation. There are two cases to consider.
Case 1: There is k6min{i; j} such that +k(L1) =+k(L2). Then +k(L1)¡S+k(L2)
for the 2rst such k, and hence (by de2nition of ¡R)
E reports(L1) ¡R E reports(L2):
Case 2: Not case 1, that is ∀k6min{i; j} +k(L1)=+k(L2). There are two sub-cases:
1. i¡j. Then i= min{i; j} and E reports(L1)¡RE reports(L2) by de2nition.
2. i¿j. Then j= min{i; j} and hence
+j(L1) = +j(L2) = L2:
This equality leads to a contradiction, because +j(L1)¡S end(L1) (Bloom’s
condition) and L1¡S L2 imply that +j(L1)¡S L2. That is L2¡S L2, which
is impossible since ¡S is irreNexive.
Thus we have proved the ctss axioms hold in S.
4. Bounded values and weak timestamps
The second part of the paper is its main body, it contains a self-stabilizing timestamp
protocol. In this section we de2ne the notion of weak timestamp systems (wtss) through
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Fig. 8. A confusing situation.
a set of axioms. The usefulness of this notion is shown by providing three applications
of weak timestamps:
1. To give a self-stabilizing solution to the ‘-exclusion problem.
2. To implement a self-stabilizing, multiple writer, atomic register.
3. To implement a self stabilizing regular (full Nedged) timestamp system.
The actual construction of a self-stabilizing wtss is postponed to Section 6.
We begin with a discussion of the problems involved in devising bounded timestamps
(which are especially hard when the scanners do not write). The SCAN operation in
the Skewed Timestamps Protocol of Section 3 is particularly simple: the scanner reads
only once each register, and then decides on the correct ordering. We shall argue now
that when bounded values are used, such a simple protocol is impossible. Consider
the simplest case of N =2, and assume a SCAN=LABEL protocol with bounded values.
Consider an in2nite execution of the protocol (i.e., with in2nitely many events). For
any register there is a set of those values that are written only a 2nite number of times,
and all other values are written in2nitely often on that register. There is therefore a
moment  such that any value written on a register after  is actually written an in2nite
number of times on that register.
Consider now the following situation (Fig. 8). Take any two labeling operations
after  , say L1 and L2 by Labeler1 and Labeler2 respectively, where L1¡L2. Assume
that the 2nal value written in L1 on the register of Labeler1 is v. Then (by our earlier
argument) there must be another LABEL event L3 by Labeler1 such that L2¡L3 and v
is also the value written by L3 on its register. Now consider two scanning operations S1
and S2. S1 reads the registers of L2 and L1, but S2 obtains the values of L2 and L3. Since
S1 and S2 obtained the same values, they must decide on the same ordering of the two
processes. But this is impossible: S1 must decide 〈1; 2〉, while S2 must decide 〈2; 1〉!
The bounded protocol that we shall describe in this section retains the simplicity of
the scanning operation with its single read of each of the N registers, but it obtains less
than regular timestamps. That is, only weak timestamps are obtained. In these weak
timestamps it is possible that L1¡L2 are labeling events by Labeler1 and Labeler2
that are read by some SCAN operation S which, in spite of the precedence relation,
returns 〈2; 1〉. However, if such a “mistake” occurs, then S cannot be too short. In fact,
it must be the case that Labeler1 has executed at least two additional operations after
L1, L+1 and L
++
1 say, and L
++
1 ¡ end(S).
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4.1. Weak timestamp systems
The axioms for the weak timestamp systems (wtss) are obtained by weakening the
global coherence property in the list of ctss axioms of Section 2.6. For ease of reference
we give the whole list for the wtss. Let S=(E; I; A;¡S; F) be a system execution
that interprets the ctss language (of Section 2.5); we say that the wtss requirements
hold in S if the following hold.
atemporal values: These consists of (or just contain) message type, and the Labeler
indexes {1; : : : ; N}.
processes: The processes are Scanner and Labeleri, for 16i6N . The processes are
pairwise disjoint. Each Labeleri is serial. Scanner is a union of 2nitely many serial
processes.
regularity: For each 16i6N , +i is a regular function from Scanner to Labeleri.
messages: For every SCAN event S, messages(S) is a sequence of N messages such
that
messages(S)(i) = message(+i(S)):
Bloom’s property: For every SCAN event S, and index 16i6N ,
+i(S) ¡S end(S):
global ordering: ⇒ is a linear ordering on the Labeler events. The Labeler events
in I form an initial segment of ⇒ , and ⇒ extends the restriction of ¡S to the
Labeler events in E. (The Labeler events in E are also called LABEL events.)
local ordering: For every SCAN event S, /(S) is a linear ordering of {1; : : : ; N}.
weak global coherence: Let S be a SCAN event and i = j indexes with L=+i(S) and
M =+j(S). Then L⇒M implies that i /(S)j, unless L++ exists and L++¡H end(S)
(in which case we do not say anything). (Here L+, L++ in Labeleri are the two
successive LABEL executions after L.)
In Section 2.4 (De2nition 2.4) we de2ned self-stabilization by means of normal
system executions. We de2ned there a system execution to be normal if its crashed
processes contain only initial events, and its active processes execute the instructions of
their programs. Yet they may start in arbitrary states. The communication instruments
work properly in a normal system execution. A protocol is self-stabilizing (with respect
to some desirable property ’) if every normal system execution S for that protocol
2nally satis2es ’ (i.e. a 2nal part of S satis2es ’).
In Section 2.4 only registers with read=write operations were mentioned as com-
munication instruments, but now (in the protocols of Sections 4.2–4.4) SCAN=LABEL
operation on some weak timestamping system are used. So, we require here that in a
normal system execution the wtss axioms hold, and each crashed Labeleri contains a
single “determining” Labeler event.
Suppose that S is a normal system execution in which one of these three protocols
is executed. In proving self-stabilization we will 2nd a 2nal segment Y of events and
try to prove that the 2nal part of S generated by Y satis2es the relevant property
’. A minor wrinkle in such a proof is that we cannot automatically assume that this
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Critical Section (for Pi)
1. LABEL(“active”);
2. LABEL(“active”);
3. B := {1; : : : ; N}\{i};
4. repeat
(a) 〈/;messages〉 := SCAN;
(b) B :=B\{j | i/j or messages[j] = “inactive”};
until | B |¡‘;
5. critical section by Pi;
6. LABEL(“inactive”).
Fig. 9. An ‘-exclusion protocol with weak timestamps. |B| is the cardinality of B.
2nal part continues to satisfy the wtss axioms. The problem is in the global ordering
property which requires that the initial events precede the actual events in the ⇒
ordering. However, we already faced this problem in the context of regular ctss and
we solved it (Section 2.6.2, and Lemma 2.5) by proving, in fact, that the ctss property
is co2nal: if it holds in S and if Y is any 2nal segment of events then it holds in the
2nal part generated by some 2nal segment Y0 of Y . The same argument shows that
the weaker wtss property is co2nal too.
4.2. ‘-exclusion from weak timestamps
The ‘-exclusion problem generalizes the mutual-exclusion problem in that up to ‘
processes (but not more) are allowed to be concurrently in their critical sections. So
the mutual-exclusion problem is the same as the 1-exclusion problem. The problem
was introduced by Fisher et al. [17], and a bounded solution was described in Afek
et al. [7]. The 2rst self-stabilizing solution of this problem is given in Abraham et
al. [6], and here we base our solution on self-stabilizing wtss primitives rather than
read=write of registers.
Our protocol is in Fig. 9. There are N processes, P1; : : : ; PN , and ‘¿1 is a 2xed inte-
ger. We assume that the processes use operations LABEL and SCAN that satisfy the wtss
properties de2ned in the previous subsection. Recall that any LABEL operation accepts
a message parameter. Here we need only two messages: “active” and “inactive”. Oper-
ation SCAN returns a pair (/;messages) such that / is an index ordering, and messages
is a sequence of messages where, for 16i6N , messages[i] denotes the ith message.
Process Pi executes both LABEL and SCAN operations. The LABEL operations in Pi
form the process Labeleri, while the SCAN operations are part of Scanner.
The critical section protocol begins with two LABEL(“active”) instructions. (This
may appear somewhat strange, but it is not diFcult to devise a scenario in which the
mutual exclusion property is violated if only a single LABEL is executed.) The set B
is determined initially as the set of all indexes except i, which is the index of the
executing process. Then the protocol continues with a repeat loop which may well
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be non-terminating. Each cycle in this loop performs a SCAN operation, and the new
value of B⊆{1; : : : ; N} is determined by throwing away from B those indexes that
were found after i (in /) or that were found to be inactive. This continues until B
contains strictly less than ‘ indexes (if this ever happens). Then the critical section
is executed (which is terminating if no crash occurs). The exit from the protocol is a
LABEL(“inactive”) instruction.
Let S be a system execution that describes a run of the protocol with possible
malfunctioning and crashed processes. As described above and in Section 2.4 the wtss
properties hold in S, where Pi is both Labeleri (when it executes the LABEL operations)
and a scanner (when it executes the SCAN operations). Some of the processes are
crashed (and they contain a single determining LABEL operation (of either “active” or
“inactive” message). These active processes may begin with any state. That is, their 2rst
instruction and the initial values of their variables are arbitrarily determined (however
variable i always refers to the index of the executing process).
There is a conceptual diFculty in de2ning the desirable property ’ for self-stabiliza-
tion of ‘-exclusion protocols, and we follow here the treatment of [6]. A naive approach
would be to require that there are never more than ‘ processes in their critical sections.
This, however, will never work for suppose that more than ‘ crashed processes are
already in their critical sections. Then no protocol can remedy this situation. A possible
solution is to stipulate that a crashed process is, by de2nition, never in its critical-
section. This, however, does not correspond to our intuitions. For example, if the
critical section consists of using some resource, then a crashed process may still be
drawing from this resource and an undesirable situation is possibly created in which
more than ‘ processes damage this resource.
The solution to this diFculty is that a crashed process is de6ned to be in its crit-
ical section if and only if its last labeling operation is a LABEL(“active”) event, and
for uniformity’s sake we view such a crashed process as though it executes a non-
terminating critical section event. It is thus the duty of the system to remove crashed
processes form their critical sections or, if this is impossible, to force them into a last
LABEL(“active”) action which will alert those processes that are still alive.
There are two types of processes in S, those that are crashed (2nite) and those
that are alive (in2nite). The 2nite processes are assumed to have a single LABEL event
each, and they are subdivided in accordance with the value of their determining label
event. Thus there are three sorts of processes as follows.
1. Some processes Pi are crashed and they contain only an initial LABEL(“active”)
event, denoted Initi, and then a non-terminating critical section event. We call these
processes “crashed but seemingly active”.
2. Some crashed processes Pi contain only an initial LABEL(“inactive”) event (denoted
Initi). They represent processes that have left the system forever and are not in their
critical sections. We call these processes “seemingly inactive”.
3. Finally, some of the processes are alive, that is active forever in S and executing
an in2nite number of events. The 2rst execution of the protocol by an alive process
may be baseless (which means that it begins in the middle of its protocol and with
arbitrary variable values) but the subsequent executions are justi2ed (namely they
begin with the 2rst instruction).
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If Pi is crashed, it is possible that its initial timestamping event (its event in I)
is a LABEL(“active”) event. Such a process was de2ned above to be “crashed but
seemingly active”, because although it is crashed it appears to those who execute the
SCAN operations as though it is still active. For example, process Pi may crash in
midst of its critical-section. If Pi left the system in a state of “inactive”, that is if
any SCAN operation returns 〈/;messages〉 with messages[i] = “inactive”, then we count
Pi as inactive. But if Pi is seemingly active, we can expect that it has an impact on
the system, and we count such crashed but seemingly active processes as being in
their critical-sections, even if that is not the case. The point is that they could well
be, and there is no way to tell that they are not. To emphasize this point we add a
non-terminating critical section event to all the crashed but seemingly active processes.
If the number of those crashed but seemingly active processes is more than ‘, then
there is no way in which the protocol can achieve the ‘ exclusion property. Only if
their number is 6‘ we may expect from the other processes to ensure that (from
some moment on) there will never be ‘ + 1 processes simultaneously in their critical
sections.
The liveness property must also be amended when crashes are accounted. We require
that every critical section execution (i.e., execution of line 5) by a non-crashed process
be bounded (terminating). Crashed processes that are considered to be in their critical-
sections are there forever. There is thus no way to expect the liveness properties if the
number of crashed but seemingly active processes is not less than ‘.
These considerations have led [6] to specify the desirable property ’ for ‘-exclusion
with failed processes as follows.
Safety: If the number of crashed but seemingly active processes is 6‘, then there
are no ‘+ 1 simultaneous critical-section executions. (A crashed but seemingly active
process is considered to be permanently in its critical section.)
Liveness: If the number of crashed but seemingly active processes is ¡‘, and if every
critical section execution by a non-crashed process is terminating, then if Pi is alive it
is not locked in a non-terminating execution. That is, an alive process always (2nally)
reaches its critical-section unless there are ‘ crashed processes in their critical sections.
For self-stabilization we do not require that ’ holds, only that it 6nally holds. It
is possible, for example, that initially all processes are in their critical sections and
the ‘-exclusion property is violated. If however, the number of crashed processes in
their critical sections is 6‘, then all other alive processes will 2nally terminate their
critical sections (by assumption) and self stabilization ensures that from some moment
on there is never a moment in which ‘ + 1 processes are in their critical sections.
Instead of mentioning states or moments, we tend to use an equivalent formulation of
‘-exclusion which seems easier to handle: In any set of ‘ + 1 critical-section events
there are two that are ¡S comparable.
Theorem 4.1. Assuming the wtss properties for the LABEL=SCAN operations, the
protocol of Fig. 9 6nally satis6es the ‘-exclusion (safety and liveness) properties.
Proof. Fix a normal system execution S of the protocol. (Recall De2nition 2.4) and
our earlier requirement that in a normal system execution the wtss axioms hold, and
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each crashed Labeleri contains a single Labeler event.) Let R be the collection of in-
dexes of crashed but seemingly active processes in S, and let m= |R| be its cardinality.
If i∈R we say, by extension, that i is crashed but seemingly active. Similarly we can
say that i is alive if Pi is alive etc. We 2rst prove the safety property and assume that
m6‘. At this stage of the proof we do not exclude the possibility that some alive
processes be 2nally locked in a non-terminating repeat loop of line 4. These 2nally
locked processes however will not spoil the ‘-exclusion property, because they can
only have a 2nite number of critical section events. There is a moment  such that
any process that is 2nally locked in S is already at  in midst of its non-terminating
repeat loop. Such processes will not have any critical section event after  .
Now consider alive processes that are not 2nally locked, that is alive processes that
always terminate their protocol (and begin another execution, as they are not 2nite).
Though such processes may begin their executions at any point (instruction) of the
protocol, there is a moment by which these baseless executions have ended. So we can
assume that  is suFciently remote so that any execution of line 5 (critical section)
by an alive process made after  is part of a justi2ed execution of the critical section
protocol.
Now we want to prove that there are no ‘ + 1 simultaneous critical section events
after  . Counting the m crashed but seemingly active processes as executing their (non-
terminating) critical sections, we shall prove that among any ‘+1−m critical section
events by alive processes that are after  there must be two that are ¡S-comparable
(and hence not simultaneous).
Let C be any set of ‘+ 1−m critical-section events in S coming after  . We can
assume that the events in C are by distinct processes, or else two events are in the
same process and thence are comparable. So let X ⊆{1; : : : ; N} be the set of indexes
of the events in C. Then |X |= ‘+1−m. For i∈X let ci be the critical section event
by Pi in C. We shall 2nd i; j in X with ci ¡S cj.
For any i∈X ci is an alive critical section event after  , and is thus part of a justi2ed
execution of the protocol. So ci is preceded by two successive LABEL(“active”) events
4i and :i corresponding to lines 1 and 2 in the protocol. So 4i¡S:i ¡S ci. The wtss
properties involve a linear ordering ⇒ on the Labeler events. As m6‘ by assumption,
X = ∅ and we can pick i0 ∈X so that :i0 is ⇒ maximal among {:i | i∈X }.
Look at the execution of the repeat loop by Pi0 after :i0 (but before ci0 ). It con-
sists of a 2nite, non-zero number of SCAN operations that 2nally determined the size
of variable B to be smaller than ‘ (since that loop is terminating). If S is any of
these SCAN operations, then the last Labeleri0 event before S is :i0 , and its successor
is the LABEL(“inactive”) operation connected with line 6. Hence +i0 (S)= :i0 , and if
:i0 ⇒+j(S) (any j), then i0/(S)j. This last relationship is a consequence of the weak
global coherence property. (For if i0/(S)j does not hold, then :++i0 ¡S end(S), which
cannot be the case.)
A second observation is that if j∈R is a crashed but seemingly active index, then
j /(S) i0 and messagesS [j] = “active”. Indeed, if j∈R then +j(S) is the initial event
Initj connected with Pj. Since Initj⇒ :i0 , and as Initj has no successor, j /(S) i0
holds (by global ordering and weak global coherence). As Pj is seemingly active,
messagesS [j] = “active” follows.
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Now let B denotes the value of this variable at the end of the repeat loop by Pi0
before ci0 . We already said that |B|¡‘, and now that R⊆B follows from the above
second observation, we can conclude that |B\R|¡‘−m. So, since |X |= ‘+1−m, X
contains at least two indexes that are not in B\R, and hence there is j = i0 such that
j∈X \(B\R). Since j∈X , j is alive and hence j =∈R. So j∈X \B.
How j was excluded from B? By some SCAN event S produced in this loop by Pi0
such that
i0 /(S) j or messagesS [j] = “inactive”: (3)
We shall prove that cj ¡S ci0 thereby proving that the ‘-exclusion holds after  .
Since :j⇒ :i0 (by maximality of :i0 ), :i0 ¡H :j is impossible, and so :j¿|H:i0 . Thus
4j ¡H :j¿|H:i0 ¡H S, which implies 4j ¡H S. Hence +j(S) is either 4j or a later
Labelerj event. Accordingly we have the following two cases.
Case 1: +j(S)= 4j or +j(S)= :j. Then +j(S)⇒ :i0 . Since both 4j and :j are LA-
BEL(“active”) execution, messagesS [j] = “active” in this case, and hence Eq. (3) im-
plies that i0 /(S) j. But then the weak global ordering implies that +j(S)++¡S end(S).
Yet clearly cj ¡S +j(S)++ (for even if +j(S)= 4j, then +j(S)+ is :j, and +j(S)++ is
the LABEL(“inactive”) event following cj). So cj ¡S end(S)¡S ci0 implies cj ¡S ci0 .
Case 2: :j ¡H +j(S). Then cj ¡H +j(S)¿|HS ¡H ci0 gives cj ¡H ci0 as required.
Now we prove the liveness property.
Lemma 4.2. If the number of crashed but seemingly active processes is ¡‘ and every
critical section (except by these crashed processes) is terminating, then the liveness
property holds: no active process can be locked in its repeat loop.
Proof. Assume the premises of the lemma, and we shall derive a contradiction from
the assumption that there is an alive process that is nevertheless 2nally locked in its
repeat loop.
Let L be the set of indexes of alive but 2nally locked processes. For every j∈L let
:j be the last LABEL event before the assumed non-terminating loop. So :j is either
an execution of line 2 (which is LABEL(“active”)), or else the initial event by Pj in
case Pj begins in the middle of its non-terminating loop. Remark that as the initial
event Initj represents a prior malfunctioning, it is possibly a LABEL(“inactive”) event
rather than a LABEL(“active”) one. This may lead to a (transient) violation of the ‘-
exclusion property, but it will not derange the liveness property. Anyhow let :j0 be
the ⇒ minimal event among all {:j | j∈L} (by assumption L = ∅). Consider the non-
terminating loop by Pj0 . We shall show for any alive index i, or seemingly inactive
process index i, that there is a SCAN event S by Pj0 for which i =∈BS . This implies
that B 2nally consists only of the crashed but seemingly active indexes R, and hence
B=R and |R|¡‘ shows that the loop does terminate. If Pi is seemingly inactive, it
left the system with its inactive value, and the claim is clear. Assume now that i is
alive. Then either Pi is 2nally locked (i.e. i∈L) or not.
Case 1: i∈L. So Pi is locked and :j0 ⇒ :i by minimality of :j0 . Yet if S is a SCAN
in the loop of Pj0 such that :i ¡S S, then j0 /(S) i follows from the weak global
coherence property, and hence i =∈BS .
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WRITE(a :message type) (* by Writeri*)
1. LABEL(a).
READ
1. (/;messages) := SCAN;
2. Let i be the maximal index in /. That is, j / i holds for all j = i;
3. (/;messages) := SCAN;
4. return messages(i).
Fig. 10. Atomic READ=WRITE using timestamped messages that satisfy the wtss properties.
Case 2: i =∈L. Then Pi contains an in2nite number of terminating executions of
the protocol and hence of labeling events and we can pick some LABEL event E by
Labeleri such that :j0 ¡S E. Then pick a SCAN event S in our Pj0 loop with E¡S S.
So :j0 ¡S E¡S S. Then :j0 ⇒E, :j0 ⇒+i(S), and j0 /(S) i follows from the wtss
properties. Thus i =∈BS .
4.3. A self-stabilizing atomic register
We show in this section how the weak timestamps can solve the self-stabilizing
atomic register problem. We assume that the SCAN=LABEL operations satisfy the wtss
properties and we shall prove that the protocols of Fig. 10 implement READ=WRITE
operations that satisfy the axioms of Section 3.1; hence they implement an atomic
(multiple-writer, multiple-reader) register.
A WRITE operation is nothing else but a LABEL execution with the message a as
parameter. A READ contains two successive SCAN operations: the 2rst determines the
return index and the second the message to return. (Assuming that the protocol of
Section 6 is used to implement the SCAN=LABEL operation, we could replace the sec-
ond SCAN with a read of Head(i). However, here we deal only with the SCAN=LABEL
operations, and hence the somewhat wasteful second SCAN.) Let S=(E; I; A;¡S; F)
be a normal system-execution of the protocol. The lower-level events describe repeated
executions of the READ=WRITE protocol. These events are partitioned into processes
Labeleri for 16i6N (same as Writeri) and Scanner. We assume that the wtss prop-
erties hold in S, and so there is a linear ordering ⇒ on the Labeler (=Writer)
events that extends the ¡S ordering on the actual events and such that a⇒ e for
a∈ I and e∈E always hold. Recall that the wtss speci2cations also require regular
functions +i :Scanner→Labeleri that satisfy Bloom’s property, and then for every
Scanner event S, /(S) is a linear ordering of the index set {1; : : : ; N} such that the
weak global coherence property holds. We accept the possibility that some of the pro-
cesses are crashed. If Writeri is crashed, then it contains a single Labeleri event in I
(the “determining” event, as described in Section 4.1).
Higher-level READ=WRITE events are also de2ned in S. These are operation exe-
cutions of the READ=WRITE protocols, either justi2ed (beginning from the 2rst line)
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or baseless (beginning at some arbitrary instruction). A justi2ed READ operation ex-
ecution R consists of two SCAN events, and a baseless execution may consist of the
second SCAN event (or just of the return execution of line 4). The WRITE protocol is
a single line, so that it is always justi2ed and a higher-level WRITE event is a singleton
containing its LABEL event. The ⇒ ordering is naturally de2ned on the WRITE events.
The return function + is de2ned on the justi2ed READ events as follows. If R is a
justi2ed READ event, let S1 and S2 be the 2rst and the second SCAN events in R. Let
i be the return index of R (as determined by S1), and then de2ne
+(R) = +i(S2):
(Formally, we should de2ne +(R)= {+i(S2)}, so that +(R) is a higher-level WRITE
event rather than a lower-level label. However, it is more convenient to have +(R) as
de2ned, at least for the proof.)
Our aim is to 2nd a 2nal part of the system-execution of higher-level READ=WRITE
events that represents an atomic register. We assume 2rst that all READ events are
justi2ed, and later see how to remove this assumption.
With the possible exception of number 3, all 2ve axioms of 3.1.1 are very easy
to prove, and so we shall prove only the third axiom. Assume that L¡S R where R
is a READ event and L a Labeler (Writer) event. We must prove that L=+(R) or
L⇒+(R).
Let S1 and S2 be the two SCAN operations in R, and let i be the return index of R.
So i is the maximal index of /(S1), and +(R)=+i(S2) by de2nition. Let j be the index
of L; so that L is by Writerj. In case i= j, seriality of Writeri, regularity of +i, and
L¡S R imply that L=+i(S2) or L¡S+i(S2) and the proof is obvious in this case.
Thus i = j. Assume that +(R)⇒L and we shall derive a contradiction. Since i = j
and as i is the return index of R,
j /(S1) i:
Let L′ =+j(S1). Then L¡S S1 implies that L6S L′. Let K =+i(S1). Then S1¡S S2
implies that K6S +i(S2). Thus,
K 6S +i(S2); +i(S2)⇒ L and L6S L′
and so K⇒L′. Yet j /(S1) i where j is the index of L′ and i the index of K . Hence
the weak global coherence property implies that K++ exists and K++¡S end(S1). This
implies that K++¡S S2, and hence that K++6S +i(S2). But this implies K++⇒L
(as +i(S2)⇒L). So
K+ ¡S K++¿|S L ¡S S1
and hence K+¡S S1 which contradicts K =+i(S1).
Now we want to show that there exists a 2nal part of S in which all higher-level
READ events are justi2ed. Since there is a 2nite number of serial Reader processes op-
erating concurrently, and every Reader contains at most one baseless READ execution,
there is only a 2nite number of baseless READ executions and hence there is a 2nal
segment Y ⊆E of SCAN=LABEL events such that no event in Y belongs to a baseless
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execution. Thus for each SCAN S ∈Y that is an execution of line 3 (the second SCAN
in a READ) the corresponding 2rst scan S0 in that execution exists in E. Yet it is not
necessarily in Y , and not in the 2nal part of S generated by Y . Since the correction
proof requires the 2rst SCAN, we need the 2rst scans of READs, if not in Y then at
least in the sort I0 of initial events of the 2nal part generated by Y . For this reason
we add to S a function ! such that if S is a SCAN execution of line 3 (of the READ
protocol), and if S is part of a justi2ed READ execution, then !(S) is the 2rst SCAN
there (execution of line 1). Since any 2nal part of S must be closed under all the
functions of S, it turns out that in the 2nal part generated by Y (or any 2nal segment
of Y ) all higher-level events are justi2ed.
We already proved that the wtss properties are co2nal, and so, by omitting a 2nite
number of events, one gets a 2nal segment Y0⊂Y such that the 2nal part S0 of S
generated by Y0 satis2es the wtss properties. If X ∈Y0 then (when applicable) +i(X )
is in S0 and !(X ) is in S0. Thus all higher-level events in S0 are justi2ed, and hence
an atomic register is implemented. (It is possible that some higher-level READ event
contains its 2rst SCAN as an initial event and only its second SCAN is in Y0.)
4.4. Regular timestamps from weak timestamps
In this subsection we obtain regular timestamps from weak ones. So we assume
operations SCAN=LABEL that satisfy the wtss properties for N Labeler processes, and
we want to implement regular ctss (satisfying the properties of Section 2.6). The
implemented operations are called here SCAN∗ and LABEL∗. The LABEL∗ operation is
just LABEL. That is, the given labeling operation remains with no changes. The SCAN∗
operation is described in Fig. 11.
The language that speci2es the weak timestamps includes the functions +i and the
linear ordering ⇒ of the LABEL events. The (full) timestamp speci2cation will be
proved for the implemented operations with the functions +∗i de2ned below on the
SCAN∗
1. for i := 1 to N do
(a) 〈/; Pi〉 := SCAN;
(b) 〈/i; P〉 := SCAN;
2. I := {1; : : : ; N};
3. for n := 1 to N do
(a) ‘ :=MIN(/n; I); K[‘] := n;
(b) I := I\{‘};
4. De2ne: i / j i> K[i]¡K[j];
5. for i := 1 to N do
P[i] :=PK[i][i];
6. return 〈/; P〉.
Fig. 11. The SCAN∗ protocol. K is an array of length N of indexes from I .
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SCAN∗ events, and the same ordering ⇒ on the LABEL∗ events (which are just
the LABEL) events. The SCAN∗ protocol uses the procedure MIN (/; I) which chooses
the /-minimal index in I for any nonempty set of indexes I ⊆{1; : : : ; N}. That is
i = MIN(/; I) i> i ∈ I and for every j ∈ I if j = i then i / j:
The SCAN∗ operation contains (in executing line 1) N pairs of consecutive activa-
tions of the SCAN operations (each such pair is called a “cycle”). That is, 2N SCAN
operations in N cycles. The two SCAN operations in each cycle have di>erent roles.
The 2rst determines the message, and the second determines the ordering. Observe that
in line 1(a) / comes without any index, and in line 1(b) P has no index. It is the
sequence of values of Pi in the 2rst SCANs in (a) and the sequence of values of /i
in the second SCANs that are used later to determine the pair 〈/; P〉 returned by the
SCAN∗ operation.
An array K of length N of indexes is used in de2ning /. Let ‘1 be MIN (/1; {1; : : : ;
N}). That is ‘1 is the 2rst index in the ordering returned by the second SCAN of the 2rst
cycle. Then ‘1 will also be the 2rst index in the returned ordering /. This is established
by setting K[‘1]= 1. Now /2 is consulted to determine the next minimal index,
‘2 = MIN(/2; {1; : : : ; N}\{‘1})
and K[‘2]= 2 puts ‘2 second in /. This procedure is carried (in line 3) N times, and
then the ordering / is determined (in line 4). The message array P is de2ned (in line
5) with the values obtained in the 2rst scanning operations in each cycle.
To sum-up the nth cycle determines ‘n as the nth member of / by
‘n = MIN(/n; {1; : : : ; N}\{‘k | k ¡ n})
and its message
P[‘n] = Pn[‘n]:
The function K is the inverse of ‘: K[‘n] = n.
Suppose a system execution S in which our protocol implements SCAN∗ and LABEL∗
operations, and such that the wtss hold for the SCAN=LABEL operations. We have to
show that the ctss speci2cations given in Section 2.6 hold for our protocol. First the
functions +∗‘ are de2ned on the SCAN
∗ events for any index ‘. Let I1; : : : ; IN be the
values of variable I in the executions of line 3(a): Ii is the value of I when line 3
begins to execute with n= i. So I1 = {1; : : : ; N} and
In = {1; : : : ; N}\{‘k | k ¡ n}:
So
‘n = MIN(/n; In):
Now for every index 16‘6N let n be that index such that K[‘] = n. Look at the nth
cycle in S, and speci2cally at the 2rst SCAN, T , in that cycle. Then de2ne
+∗‘ (S) = +‘(T ):
This de2nes +∗‘ (S).
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The global ordering ⇒ on the LABEL∗ events is given by assumptions (on the
LABEL events).
The main point in the ctss speci2cation is the global coherence. So assume that S
is a SCAN∗ event, L=+∗i (S) and M =+
∗
j (S). Assume that i/(S)j holds, and we shall
prove that L⇒M . Assume toward a contradiction that M⇒L holds. Say i= ‘n and
j= ‘m (that is n=K[i] and m=K[j]). since i /(S) j, n¡m holds. Let Rn and Rm be
the n and the m cycles in S (respectively). So Rn¡S Rm follows from n¡m. Let Tn
and Tm be the 2rst SCAN operations in cycles Rn and Rm respectively, and let U be
the second SCAN in Rn. So Tn¡S U ¡S Tm. By de2nition of +∗i and +
∗
j , L=+i(Tn)
and M =+j(Tm). As L ¡S end(Tn),
L ¡S U:
De2ne
M ′ = +j(U ); L′ = +i(U ):
Since U ¡S Tm, M ′6S M , and since Tn¡S U , L6S L′. Hence M⇒L implies
that M ′⇒L′. Yet
i /(U ) j;
because i; j∈ In and i=MIN (/n; In). (Why j∈ In? Because the Ik ’s are decreasing so
that j∈ Im and n¡m imply j∈ In.) Hence the weak global coherence property implies
that (M ′)++ exists (in Labelerj) and (M ′)++¡S end(U ). So (M ′)++¡S Tm, and
M =+j(Tm) thus imply that (M ′)++6S M . So we have
L ¡S U ¿|S (M ′)+ ¡S M
and thus L¡S M which contradicts M⇒L. (Why U¿|S (M ′)+? Because otherwise
M ′¡S M
′+¡S U contradicts M ′ =+j(U ).)
The argument for self-stabilization is similar to the one given for the atomic register
protocol. The key observation is that though some of the SCAN∗ operations may be
baseless, there exists a 2nal part in which all SCAN∗ operation executions are justi2ed
and the wtss axioms hold.
5. The CHANGE
/
REPORT protocol
The CHANGE=REPORT protocol is an important ingredient in our self-stabilizing
SCAN=LABEL protocol, and it is therefore studied in isolation. The algorithm assumes
two sequential processes, Changer and Reporter, executing the CHANGE and the
REPORT protocols respectively (any number of times). The protocols are in Fig. 12.
5.0.1. Data types and registers
The data types used in the REPORT=CHANGE protocol are as follows.
diagonal number=A 2nite set of integers of size D¿6. Later this set will be de2ned
to be {1; : : : ; 5N − 2} where N¿2 is the number of writing processes, but now there
is no need for this information.
four set=Collection of all sets of 64 diagonal number.
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REPORT
1. read(Head; d1);
2. write(LL; {old report; report val ; d1});
3. read(Head; d2);
4. if d1 =d2 then
(a) write(LL; {old report; report val ; d1; d2});
(b) read(Head; d3);
5. (* Calculation of report val *)
(a) old report := report val;
(b) if d1 =d2 or d2 =d3 then report val :=d2;
else report val :=d1 . (* this is the case when d1 =d2 and
d2 =d3 *)
CHANGE
1. read(LL; ‘‘);
2. evade := ‘‘∪{old diagonal ; diagonal}; (* evade can even contain
more elements, as long as at least one diagonal number is left out *)
3. old diagonal := diagonal;
4. Assign to diagonal some diagonal number not in evade;
5. write(Head; diagonal).
Fig. 12. The CHANGE=REPORT protocol. The following local variables are used: d1; d2; d3, old report,
report val, old diagonal, diagonal are of type diagonal number. There is no restriction on the initial values
of these variables, except that diagonal has initially the same value as the initial value of the Head register.
‘‘ is a four set. evade is a set of ¡D diagonal number (there is thus always a diagonal number not in
evade). (* This is a comment *).
The register on which Reporter writes is called LL; it is read by Changer, it is
regular, and it carries values of type four set. The register owned by Changer is called
Head; it is read by Reporter. Register Head is assumed to be serial and to carry
values of type diagonal number. (See Section 2.1 for de2nitions of regular and serial
registers).
In executing the REPORT operation, Reporter 2rst reads the serial register Head
and records the resulting diagonal number in variable d1. Then LL is written with a
set of 63 values that includes d1. Head is read again, and if the second value, d2,
di>ers from the 2rst, then LL is written again (with d2 included) and Head is read for
the third time. The report value is calculated on line 5(b) and is assigned to variable
report val; its value is either d1 or d2. If d1 =d2 then the report value is d1 (=d2).
Otherwise there must be a third read, and its value d3 is compared to d2. If d2 =d3,
then d2 is reported, but otherwise d1 is reported. So, if any equality di =dj holds for
i = j then this shared value is reported, but if d1; d2; d3 are all distinct then d1 is
reported.
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For the 2rst time that REPORT is executed, the values of old report and report val
at line 2 are the (arbitrarily determined) initial values of these variables. However
from the second execution on, the value of report val (at line 2) is determined by
the previous execution (of 5(b)), and the value of old report (at line 2) is determined
by the previous execution of 5(a) which is the value of report val determined by the
second previous execution of 5(b) (that is so from the third execution on).
The CHANGE protocol contains only two register operations: a read of the regular
register LL (line 1) and a write on Head (line 5). The read obtains four diagonal
numbers (at most) which together with old diagonal and diagonal form a set evade
of 66 values. Since the number of possible values of diagonal number is ¿6, it is
possible to 2nd a value diagonal that is not in evade, and then diagonal is written on
the serial register Head.
5.1. The functions E report, E avoid, and their properties
LetH=(H; I; A; ¡H ; G) be some system execution of our protocol. H includes not
only the lower-level read=write events, but also higher-level events of type CHANGE
and REPORT, which are executions of the CHANGE and the REPORT protocols. Recall
that each such event X is a subset of H consisting of those events resulting from
an execution of the protocol. (At this stage, we assume that all operation executions
are justi2ed. Self-stabilization with baseless executions will be considered later.) For a
lower-level x∈X , we enclose x with square brackets to denote X . Thus [x] =X is the
higher-level event in H which includes x. As before, ! is the regular function de2ned
on the read events in H (i.e., reads of the registers Head and LL). Recall that LL is a
regular register, and Head is serial.
Besides the CHANGE and REPORT events of H , there are two higher-level initial-
ization events (in I) which precede all other events; these are the InitC (an event in
Changer) and InitR (an event in Reporter) which contain the initial writes onto Head
and LL respectively. So, for example, InitC = {w} where w is the initial write on Head.
The fact that InitC is a singleton rather than the write w itself, reNects our preference
to view InitC as a higher-level event, which leads to more uniform de2nitions. The
values written initially can be determined arbitrarily. We assume that the initial values
of the local variables are determined arbitrarily, but we require that the value written
on Head by InitC equals the initial value of variable diagonal.
The process Changer in H consists of InitC and all the CHANGE events; similarly,
Reporter is the process containing InitR and all REPORT events.
As before we use the following notational conventions: for any variable v and exe-
cution X of a protocol, vX is the value of v as it is 2nally determined by the execution
X . So, for example, if X is an execution of the CHANGE protocol, then diagonalX
refers to the value of this variable at the end of the execution of X , i.e., the value of
diagonal as set in line 4. Sometimes for typographical reasons we write (for example)
evade(X ) rather than evadeX (especially when X involves a superscript). An equation
like (d1 =d2)R, for example, refers to the truth-value of this statement at the end of
the execution R, i.e., the truth value of dR1 =d
R
2 .
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Denition 5.1. The following functions are de2ned in H:
diagonal: Changer→ diagonal number. If C is a Changer event (either some CHANGE
operation execution or the initial InitC event) then diagonal(C) is the diag-
onal number written on register Head in C.
E avoid: CHANGE→Reporter. Suppose that C is a CHANGE event. Let r ∈C be the
read event executing line 1 for C. That is, r is the read of LL in C. Let
V be the Reporter event such that !(r)∈V . Then de2ne V =E avoid(C).
(The letter E in E avoid is to remind us that this function returns events.)
More directly, we can write E avoid(C)= [!(r)].
E report: REPORT→Changer. Let R be a REPORT event in H . De2ne a Changer event
E report(R) in H as follows. Let r1, and r2 be the 2rst two reads of Head
executed in lines 1 and 3 in R. Clearly r1¡H r2.
Case 1: (d1 =d2)R. In this case report val
R=dR1 =d
R
2 , and we de2ne
E report(R) = [!(r2)]:
That is, in case the two reads r1 and r2 of Head returned the same diagonal number
take the second read, r2, and then de2ne E report(R) as the Changer event containing
!(r2). Observe that !(r2) can be the initial write on Head and then E report(R) is the
initialization event of Changer. Observe also that although d1 =d2; !(r1)¡H !(r2)
is not impossible, but we insist that !(r2) rather than !(r1) determines E report(R).
Case 2: (d1 =d2)R, but (d2 =d3)R or (d1 =d3)R. Let r3 be the third read of register
Head in R. De2ne
E report(R) = [!(r3)]:
(In this case report valR=dR3 .)
Case 3: dR1 ; d
R
2 ; d
R
3 are three distinct values. We know that there is a Changer event
C such that
diagonal(C) = dR1 and C ¡H r3:
Namely, [!(r1)]=C is such an event (C¡H r1¡H r3 because Head is a serial reg-
ister). It is possible that [!(r1)] is not the latest Changer with these properties. That
is, it is possible that there is a Changer event C such that diagonal(C)=dR1 and
[!(r1)]¡HC¡Hr3. In any case, we de2ne E report(R)=C as the ¡H -rightmost
Changer event C such that diagonal(C)=dR1 and C¡Hr3.
This is a somewhat singular de2nition in that R has no means to “know” if
E report(R) is [!(r1)] or a later event.
Denition. If R is a REPORT event, then according to the case in which the de2nition
of E report(R) falls we say that R is in Case 1, Case 2 or Case 3.
If X is an event in a serial process P, and P contains another event after X , then
X+ denotes the 2rst event following X in P.
Lemma 5.2. (1) For any Changer event C, the value diagonal(C), written onto regis-
ter Head by C, is also in evade(C+) and in evade(C++) if these events exists. Hence
diagonal(C) = diagonal(C+), and diagonal(C) = diagonal(C++).
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(2) For any Reporter event W; report val(W ) is a diagonal number which is
written by all the writes onto LL in W+ and in W++ (if they exist). Hence, if
E avoid(C)=W+ or E avoid(C)=W++ then diagonal(C) = report val(W ).
(3) If W is a REPORT event and E avoid(C)=W , then diagonal(C) =dW1 . Hence
if W is in Case 1 then diagonal(C) = report val(W ).
(4) Let R be a REPORT event. If E report(R)=V , then
diagonal(V ) = report valR:
(5) E report is a regular function, and E report(R)¡H end(R).
The lemma is pretty obvious, and I feel that it is better to leave the details to the
reader, except for some comments to clarify our notations. Concerning item 1, if C is
a CHANGE event, then diagonal(C) is the value of variable diagonal in C as determined
in line 4 of the protocol, and it is the value written on Head. Even when C = InitC is
the initial write by Changer, diagonal(C) is both the initial value of variable diagonal
and the initial value of the Head register by assumption. Item 1 of this lemma does
not claim that C+ exists, only that if C is not the last Changer event, then C+ exists
and evade(C+) (the value of variable evade as determined in line 2 of C+) contains
diagonal(C). Similarly, diagonal(C) is in evade(C++) if it exists (this is the role of
old diagonal).
Since diagonal(C+) evades the set evade (in line 4), but diagonal(C)∈ evade(C+),
diagonal(C+) = diagonal(C). Similarly, diagonal(C++) = diagonal(C).
Concerning item 2 of the lemma, report val(W ) is the initial value of variable
report val if W is InitR, and it is the value determined in line 5(b) if W is a REPORT
execution. In any case it is written in the two writes on LL in W+, if it exists, and in
the two writes of W++ if it exists (this is the role of old report).
In item (3), W is an execution of the REPORT protocol which happened to be
E avoid(C) for some CHANGE execution C. The diagonal number dW1 is the value
obtained in W in the read of line 1. Since dW1 appears both in the set written in the
2rst write on LL in W and in its second write, dW1 is in ‘‘
C and in evadeC . This
implies that diagonalC (determined in line 4) is not dW1 . But if W is in Case 1,
report val(W )=dW1 . Hence (3) follows.
Items (4) and (5) are proved by following the three cases in the de2nition of
E report(E).
Now comes the main lemma, which expresses the property of the CHANGE=REPORT
protocol that will be exploited later.
Lemma 5.3 (The Report Lemma). Let W1 be a REPORT event and V1; V2 be Changer
events. Suppose that
1. E report(W1)=V1, and
2. V1¡H V2, and
3. diagonal(V1)= diagonal(V2).
Then W++1 exists and W
++
1 ¡H E avoid(V2).
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Proof. Since V1¡H V2; V2 is not the initial event, and E avoid(V2) is therefore de-
2ned. Say W2 =E avoid(V2). First observe that since diagonal(V1)= diagonal(V2);
V++1 exists and
V++1 ¡H V2:
This follows (1) in Lemma 5.2. Next observe (by (4) there) that
diagonal(V1) = report val(W1);
so that neither W2 =W+1 nor W2 =W
++
1 is possible (by the last sentence of item 2 in
Lemma 5.2). So we must prove that W1¡HW2 in order to conclude the Lemma. We
consider in turn each of the three cases for W1.
Case 1: (d1 =d2)W1 , and then V1 =E report(W1)= [!(r2)] where r2 is the second
read of Head in W1. Let w1 be the (unique) write onto LL in W1. Of course w1¡H r2,
and d1(W1)= report val(W1)(=d2(W1)) is in the set value of w1. Let s∈V2 be the
read of LL. Since !(r2)∈V1; V+1 ¡H r2 is impossible and hence
w1 ¡H r2 ¿H V+1 ¡H s
implies that w1¡H s. Thus w1 6H !(s). But w1 =!(s) is impossible as it would
lead to diagonal(V1) = diagonal(V2) (V2 would evade diagonal(V1)= report val(W1)).
Hence w1¡H !(s), and W1¡HW2 follows.
Case 2: (d1 =d2, but d2 =d3 or d1 =d3)W1 . This case is similar to case 1.
Case 3: d1; d2, and d3 are all distinct (in W1). In this case V1 =E report(W1) is
the rightmost Changer event such that diagonal(V1)=d1(W1) and V1¡H r3 (where r3
is the third read in W1). Let w1 and w2 be the 2rst and second (respectively) writes
on LL in W1. Let s be the read of LL in V2. Observe that d
W1
1 is one of the values
written by w1 and by w2 as well. Hence it suFces to prove that w1¡H s, and then
to deduce that W1¡HW2 (as w1 =!(s) and w2 =!(s) are impossible since V2 would
then evade dW11 ).
So suppose that
s ¿| H w1:
We shall prove that (d2 =d3)R thereby deriving a contradiction. It cannot be the case
that V2¡H r3, for then diagonal(V2)= diagonal(V1)=dW1 would show that V2 satis-
2es the requirement that de2nes E report(W1) and shows that V1 is not the rightmost
such Changer. But this contradicts our assumption that V1 =E report(W1). Hence
r3¡H t where t is the write on Head in V2. Since s¿|H w1; s¿|H r2. So
s ¿| H r2 ¡H r3 ¡H t
and hence both r2 and r3 obtain the value written on Head by the Changer event that
precedes V2. Thus dR2 =d
R
3 which is a contradiction!
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6. The self-stabilizing scan/label protocol
The SCAN=LABEL protocol described here in Figs. 14 and 15 implements a wtss.
It is a bounded self-stabilizing version of the Skewed Timestamps Protocol of Sec-
tion 3. The protocol refers to N serial labeling processes, Labeleri, for 16i6N , and
several (serial) scanning processes that operate concurrently and are collectively called
Scanner. We shall de2ne the data types and specify the registers used, then explain
informally the protocol, and 2nally prove its correctness and self-stabilization.
6.1. Data-types and registers used in the protocol
index order = Set of all linear orderings of {1; : : : ; N}. (N is the number of
Labeler processes.) Variable / in the SCAN protocol is of this type.
diagonal number = {1; : : : ; 5N − 2}. That is, a diagonal number is an integer in the
range 1 to 5N − 2.
diag order =Set of all linear orderings of {1; : : : ; 5N − 2}. If D is of type
diag order, then D is implemented by an array which is a permu-
tation of {1; : : : ; 5N − 2}. So, D[i] gives the place of the diago-
nal number i in this order, and hence iDj means D[i]¡D[j]. So i
is the last diagonal number in D if D[i] = 5N − 2 etc.
base type = array {1; : : : ; N} of diag order. That is, if b is of type base type,
then b=(b[1]; : : : ; b[N ]) where each b[i] is a diag order.
report typei = array {1; : : : ; i} of diagonal number, where 16i6N . If r is in
report typei, then r[k] is a diagonal number, for 16k6i. We say
that i is the length of r. For example, variable report val in LABEL
is in report typei.
report type =
⋃
16i6N report typei.
head typei = record
trace: diag order;
report: report typei;
message: message type;
end.
So if h is a value in head typei then h is a record with three 2elds:
h.trace is its diag order; h.report is its report typei, and h.message
is its message (in some 2xed set called message type). The diagonal
number h.report[i] is called “the diagonal number of h” and is de-
noted h.diagonal. We require that h:trace[h:diagonal]= 5N − 2. That
is, the diagonal number of h is the last diagonal number in h:trace.
four set =Collection of all sets consisting of 64 diagonal number.
The procedure
PUT LAST(d: diagonal number; VAR D: diag order)
is called in line 2(d) of the LABEL protocol. This procedure changes variable D
(of type diag order) by making d the last member of the ordering. Formally:
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PUT LAST (d: diagonal number; VAR D : diag order)
1. forall i (16i65N − 2 and i =d) do
if D[d]¡D[i] then D[i] :=D[i]− 1;
2. D[d] := 5N − 2.
Notice how variable diagonal is put last in line 2(d) and is also assigned as head.
report[i] in line 2(e) of the protocol. Hence head.report and head.trace satisfy the above
consistency requirement about the place of the diagonal number of head.
Denition 6.1 (LEX ordering). If b=(≺1; : : : ;≺N ) is of type base type (so each ≺i
is a diag order), then LEX(b) (interchangeably written as ¡LEX (b)) is an ordering
de2ned on report type (sequences of lengths 6N of diagonal number) by
s LEX(b) t
i>
either for some i; s[i] = t[i] and for the least such i
s[i] ≺i t[i];
or else for all i6min{length(s); length(t)}; s[i] = t[i] and length(s)¡length(t).
Clearly for every b of type base type, LEX (b) is a linear ordering of the set
report type.
Registers: Labeleri owns the following registers:
1. LL(i; k) is a regular register for every 16k¡i, that is read by Labelerk . Labeleri
writes on LL(i; k) values that are four set.
2. Head(i) is a serial register which is read by all Scannersand Labelers. This register
carries values of type head typei.
The Scanners are silent, they have no registers to write on.
6.1.1. Understanding the protocol
The correctness proof of our SCAN=LABEL protocol is complicated because of self-
stabilization, but in explaining its main ideas we disregard this issue.
In any system execution S, the protocol associates with each LABEL event, L, of
index i (i.e. by Labeleri), an i-tuple E reports(L)= (L1; : : : ; Li) where Lk is a Labelerk
event “reported by L” (any LABEL reports itself, that is, Li is L). The function that
takes L to Lk is Lk =E report(L; k). It is a regular function and Lk ¡S end(L).
A linear order, ⇒, is de2ned on the LABEL events as follows. Suppose that E reports
(L)= (L1; : : : ; Li); E reports(L′)= (L′1; : : : ; L
′
i′). Then L⇒L′ i> either there is some
k6min{i; i′} such that Lk =L′k , and for the 2rst such k; Lk ¡S L′k , or else for all
k6min{i; i′}Lk =L′k and i¡i′. In the terminology of De2nition 3.9, L⇒L′ i>
E reports(L)¡R E reports(L′).
The SCAN protocol executes a single reading cycle in which it reads the registers of
all the Labelers, in descending order. First Head(N ) is read and lastly Head(1). This
is needed to prove Lemma 6.11. The SCAN 2nally returns an ordering of the indexes
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and a sequence of messages. In deciding this ordering, the SCAN tries to estimate the
global-order ⇒ on the LABEL s it obtained in its reading cycle. The SCAN protocol
uses the ordering LEX (basis) which was de2ned above (in Section 6.1).
When executing a LABEL operation, Labeleri splits into N − 1 concurrent sub-
processes–one for every index k = i. If 16k¡i, then the down part of the protocol is
executed (containing lines (a)–(e)), and if i¡k6N then the up part is executed. (Of
course, it is also possible to execute these instructions serially, and in any order.) After
all of these subprocesses have terminated, Labeleri continues with some calculations
which determine the value of variable head and with a single write on Head(i) that
ends the protocol. It is instructive to notice how the REPORT=CHANGE protocol of the
previous section is embedded in the LABEL protocol. Suppose that k¡i are indexes and
consider Labelerk and Labeleri executing LABEL operations. Speci2cally consider the
Head(k) register (which Labelerk writes and Labeleri reads) and the LL(i; k) register
(which Labeleri writes and Labelerk reads). Labeleri is the Reporter when it executes
the down part for index k¡i, and Labelerk takes the role of Changer in executing the
up part for index i¿k and in writing on Head(k).
In instruction down(a), for example, it seems as though we require that the processes
can immediately access 2eld diagonal of Head. In fact we do not have to assume a
direct approach to a 2eld of a register. If T is a register and “d” a 2eld in T , then the
instruction “read(T .d; v)” is a shorthand for:
read(T ; t); v := t:d:
The up part of the LABEL protocol contains two instructions (for any k¿i) which
can be executed concurrently (or in any order). The reads of Head(k) done there is
needed only for sake of self-stabilization, and if self-stabilization is not required then
a somewhat simpler protocol can be devised in which up(b) is omitted.
In the Skewed Protocol of Section 3.2, each LABEL event has its phase number,
and the report on the phase numbers of processes with lower indexes indicates the
reporter’s place in the ⇒ ordering. Here we have a 2nite set of values, and hence
the phase numbers (now called diagonal numbers) must be repeated. Instead of using
a new phase number, the labeler (who has a bounded set of phase numbers) uses a
diagonal number which “appears” to be new. The choice of this diagonal number is
made by evading all values that are reported by higher indexed processes. This is done
in lines 2(a) and 2(c) of the LABEL protocol. The set evade de2ned there contains
62 + 4(N − i) + (N − i)¡5N − 2 numbers. In line 2(a) we use the set-theoretical
notation in which
⋃{‘‘[j] |i ¡ j 6 N} = ‘‘[i + 1] ∪ · · · ∪ ‘‘[N ]:
Since the diagonal numbers are used repeatedly, the scanners can no longer assume
that the natural ordering on the numbers reNects the precedence relation (as is the case
for unbounded phase numbers). Instead, each labeler has a 2eld, called trace, in its
Head register in which it keeps the ordering of the last 5N − 2 diagonal numbers it
has used. These traces are used by the scanners to de2ne the LEX (basis) ordering.
We explain this with an example (see Fig. 13).
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Fig. 13. An illustration for L⇒M; L=+i(S); M =+j(S); N =+3(S). Then M3 =E report(M; 3)6SN .
If equality holds, then i /(S)j, but if M3¡SN then j /(S)i is possible. See the accompanying text.
Let L and M be LABEL executions in Labeleri and Labelerj respectively, where
j¡i. Say E reports(L)= (L1; : : : ; Li) and E reports(M)= (M1; : : : ; Mj). Suppose that
L1 =M1; L2 =M2, but L3¡SM3. Then L⇒M by de2nition. Suppose that S is a SCAN
execution, and let r; s; t be the reads of Head(i); Head(j), and Head(3) respectively.
Then r¡Ss¡St, since the reads are in descending order. Since M3¡S end(M), and
M¡Ss, M3¡Ss follows, and hence M3¡St. Thus
M36S N:
How does S decide whether i / j or not? It considers the report 2elds obtained from
L and from M and it compares them in LEX (basis). Now, the report from L is the
sequence
(diagonals(L1); : : : ; diagonal(Li))
which is also written as
diagonals(L1; : : : ; Li);
and the report form M is
diagonals(M1; : : : ; Mj):
Since diagonal(Lk)= diagonal(Mk) for k =1; 2, there are two possibilities:
1. diagonal(L3) = diagonal(M3), and
2. not (1).
Suppose that (1) holds. Then S consults the ordering ≺3 = trace(N ) (the value of trace
in N , see forthcoming De2nition 6.2) to see if diagonal(L3) ≺3 diagonal(M3) (in which
case i /(S)j and this is the desirable situation as v⇒M) or not (and then j /(S)i). If the
latter situation holds, we must prove that L++¡S end(S) (for weak global coherence).
If M3 =N then diagonal(N ) which is the ≺3 maximal diagonal number forces that
i /(S)j. However, it is possible that M3¡SN and that trace(N ) puts diagonal(L3)
after diagonal(M3). The only way diagonal(L3) can obtain this promotion is by some
Labeler3 event K with M3¡SK6SN and such that diagonal(K)= diagonal(L3). But
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SCAN
1. for i :=N to1 do
(a) read(Head(i); h[i]);
(b) basis[i] := h[i].trace;
2. Let / be the order on {1; : : : ; N} de2ned by:
i / j i> (h[i]:report LEX(basis) h[j]:report);
3. Let messages be the sequence of messages de2ned by:
messages[i] = h[i]:message;
4. return 〈/;messages〉.
Fig. 14. The SCAN protocol. The local variables: h is of type head typei . basis is of type base type. / is
of type index order.
in this case the Report Lemma 5.3 applies to L (as W1), to L3 and K (as the Changer
events), and it yields that L++ exists and L++¡SE avoid(K; i). Then L++
¡SE avoid(K; i)¿|SK¡St imply L++¡St so that L++¡S end(S) as required. This
argument also takes care of the case in which diagonal(L3)= diagonal(M3) (Figs. 14
and 15).
6.1.2. Considering self-stabilization
Self stabilization means intuitively that the system can sustain transient malfunctions
and crashes (unannounced deaths) of some of its processes. If the functioning processes
resume normal working and the communication devices regain their properties, then
after a while the system self-stabilizes, namely the required global properties of the
system are reestablished.
As explained in Section 2.4, self-stabilization is de2ned in terms of normal system
executions in which the non-crashed (alive) processes are assumed to operate normally
and their actual events describe regular executions, but they start with arbitrary values
of registers and variables and at some arbitrary instructions of their program. The
registers satisfy their speci2cations in a normal system execution: the LL and Head
registers are regular and serial (respectively).
Let S=(E; I; A;¡S; G) be a normal system execution of the SCAN=LABEL protocol,
and 2x a representation ! (which associates to every event e a real line open interval
!(e)). This representation allows us to freely speak about moments in the following
discussion (see Section 2.2).
Some of the processes are possibly crashed, and so we assume in S two types of
labeling processes:
1. Labeleri is alive in S if it contains in2nitely many events that represent executions of
the instructions of the LABEL protocol. Since the initial state of Labeleri is arbitrarily
determined, the 2rst execution may be baseless, that is, one that does not begin with
the 2rst instruction of the protocol. For example, the 2rst actual event in Labeleri
may be the write on Head(i) corresponding to an execution of line 3 of the LABEL
protocol. The initial events in Labeleri contain arbitrary and unrelated writes into
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LABEL (p :message type) (by Labeleri);
1. forall k = i; 16k6N concurrently do
down if 16k¡i then
(a) read(Head(k).diagonal; d1);
(b) write(LL(i; k)); {old report[k]; report val[k]; d1};
(c) read(Head(k).diagonal; d2);
(d) if d1 =d2 then
i. write(LL(i; k); {old report[k]; report val[k]; d1; d2});
ii. read(Head(k).diagonal;d3);
(e) (* Calculation of report val[k] *)
i. old report[k] := report val[k];
ii. if d1 =d2 or d2 =d3 then report val[k] :=d2;
iii. if d1 =d2 and d2 =d3 then report val[k] :=d1;
up if (i¡k6N ) then
(a) read(LL(k; i); ‘‘[k]);
(b) read(Head(k):report[i]; hd[k]);
2. (* Calculation of head *)
(a)
evade := {old diagonal; diagonal}∪⋃{‘‘[j]|i¡j6N}∪
{hd[k]|i¡k6N};
(b) old diagonal := diagonal;
(c) Assign to diagonal some diagonal number not in evade;
(d) PUT LAST(diagonal; head.trace);
(e) report val[i] := diagonal; head.report := report val;
(f) head:message :=p;
3. write(Head(i); head).
Fig. 15. The LABEL protocol for Labeleri where 16i6N . The local variables are the following: head
is of type head typei . d1; d2; d3, old report[k],report val[k], old diagonal,diagonal, and hd[k] are of type
diagonal number. ‘‘[ j] is a four set. evade is a set of ¡5N − 2 diagonal number.
the registers owned by Labeleri (namely Head(i) and LL(i; k) for 16k¡i). It is
possible that there are two such initial writes on a regular register such as LL(i; k).
We say that an execution of the LABEL protocol that begins with the 2rst instruction
is justi6ed. So if Labeleri is alive in S, then its 2rst execution may be baseless,
but its subsequent executions are justi2ed.
2. If Labeleri is crashed, then Labeleri ∩E= ∅, namely it contains only initial deter-
mining write events. The values of these initial writes on the registers of Labeleri
are arbitrary, and they precede every read event. (For alive Labeleri we do not have
such a requirement, and an initial write event by an alive Labeler may be concurrent
with an actual event.)
Since scanners do not write, we can simply ignore crashed scanners and assume that
each of the serial Scanner processes is alive in our normal system execution.
Now we form and add to S higher-level events that represent operation executions
of the SCAN and LABEL protocols. As said above, some of these executions are base-
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less, but, with the possible exception of the 2rst execution in an alive Labeleri, all
subsequent executions are justi2ed and normal (i.e. instructions are executed in order
and according to their semantics).
We also form initial higher-level events for every Labeleri process. These Initi events
are the higher-level events composed of all initial writes on the registers of Labeleri.
To sum up we have three types of higher-level events in S: baseless operations,
justi2ed operations, and the events Initi for each Labeleri (containing all initial writes).
If Labeleri is crashed then Initi is the sole higher-level event of Labeleri.
6.2. The functions and their properties
Assume that S is a normal system execution of the protocol. In order to prove its
correctness we shall de2ne the following functions on higher-level events in S:
1. Event valued functions: +i for every index i, E report, and E avoid. (De2ned only
on justi2ed higher-level events.)
2. Atemporal valued functions: diagonal, report val, message, messages, /, and trace.
Denition 6.2. Functions with names that appear in the protocol itself either as vari-
ables or as 2elds, are de2ned by the following convention: For a variable (or 2eld)
v and a justi2ed operation execution X , the value of v at the end of X is denoted
v(X ) or vX . This takes care of diagonal, report val, message, and trace for Labeler
operations, and / , and messages for Scanner operations.
Yet we want to de2ne the functions diagonal, report val, message, and trace also
for baseless Labeler events, and even for the initial events Initi of crashed and alive
Labeleri. Since the value written on the Head register may mismatch the value of the
corresponding variable, we prefer to de2ne these functions by considering the value
written on the Head register rather than the corresponding variable value. That is, for
any Labeler event L even when L is not justi2ed or when it is the initial event it
contains a write on register Head(i), and we de2ne diagonal(L) as the diagonal 2eld
written on that register, and de2ne report val(L) as the value written on the report 2eld.
Similarly, message(L) is de2ned as the message 2eld that was written on Head(i) in L.
Recall that diag order is the collection of linear orderings of the set {1; : : : ; 5N − 2}
of diagonal numbers. For every Labeleri event L we de2ne trace(L) as the value of
the trace 2eld that was written on Head in L. Then trace(L) is in diag order. Again,
since the initial event Initj contains a write on Head(j) this function is de2ned on Initj
as well as on any other Labeleri event (justi2ed or not). We assume that if L is in
Labeleri then diagonal(L)= report val(L)(i) is the last diagonal number in trace(L).
The following lemma is used later.
Lemma 6.3 (The Trace Lemma). Suppose that V1¡S V26S V ∗ are justi6ed
Labelerk LABEL events such that
diagonal(V2) trace(V ∗) diagonal(V1): (4)
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Then for some Labelerk event V3,
V2 ¡S V3 6S V ∗
and diagonal(V1) = diagonal(V3).
Proof. Fix V1¡S V2 as in the lemma. Since Labelerk is serial the 2niteness condition
implies that we can prove the lemma for every V ∗ by induction. Case V2 =V ∗ is
impossible since diagonal(V2) is always maximal in trace(V2). Hence V2¡S V ∗. If
diagonal(V ∗)= diagonal(V1), then V ∗ is the required V3. Otherwise, d= diagonal(V ∗)
and d = diagonal(V1). Suppose that V ∗ is the successor in Labelerk of V . That is,
V ∗ =V+. Then trace(V ∗) is obtained from trace(V ) by applying the PUT LAST
procedure to d. It follows from (4) that diagonal(V2) trace(V ) diagonal(V1) and hence
the inductive assumption can be applied to V , and V3 is obtained.
Now if S is a justi2ed SCAN operation we de2ne
/(S) = /S :
We also de2ne
messages(S) = messagesS :
These are the ordering and sequence of messages returned by S. We are not interested
in baseless SCAN operations since we may, as will be evident, disregard them.
The “return” functions +i are de2ned on the justi2ed SCAN events S as follows. Let
r be the read in S of Head(i) executed in S. Then de2ne
+i(S) = [!(r)]:
Namely, +i(S) is the higher-level event that contains the write !(r). So +i(S) is a
Labeleri event (baseless or justi2ed LABEL, or Initi).
We note for future reference the following
Lemma 6.4. If S is a justi6ed SCAN, then +k(S)¡S end(S).
For a justi2ed LABEL event L by Labeleri we de2ne the events E avoid(L; j) for
i¡j, and E report(L; k) for k6i as follows.
If j¿i, then E avoid(L; j) is de2ned as follows. Let r be the read of register LL(j; i)
done in line up in L. Then E avoid(L; j)= [!(r)]. That is, !(r) is in some Labelerj
higher-level event V and we set E avoid(L; j)=V .
Next, E report(L; k) is de2ned for every index k6i. For k = i, put L=E report(L; i).
That is, L by Labeleri reports itself. Now assume that k¡i. Let r1 and r2 be the two
reads of Head(k), executed in lines 1down(a) and 1down(c), and let d1 and d2 be the
diagonal numbers obtained by these reads.
Case 1: d1 =d2. De2ne in this case
E report(L; k) = [!(r2)]:
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Assume now that d1 =d2 and let r3 be the third read of Head(k) in L. Let d3 be the
diagonal number obtained by r3.
Case 2: d1 =d2, but d2 =d3 or d1 =d3. De2ne
E report(L; k) = [!(r3)]:
Case 3: d1; d2; d3 are three di>erent values. De2ne E report(L; k) to be the ¡S
rightmost Labelerk event C such that diagonal(C)=d1 and C¡Sr3. Clearly [!(r1)]
6S C
An obvious property is that for every justi2ed Labeleri event W and index k¡i; V
=E report(W; k)¡S end(W ). This uses the fact that the write onto serial register
Head(k) is the last event in V . It is also clear that for a 2xed k the function taking X to
E report(X; k) is regular from the justi2ed LABEL events X in Labeleri into Labelerk .
The results from the CHANGE/REPORT protocol can be immediately transferred to
S, and in particular the Report Lemma holds in S (see Lemma 5.3).
Lemma 6.5 (The Report Lemma). Let W1 be a justi6ed LABEL event by Labeleri, and
k¡i be a lower index. Suppose that
1. V1 =E report(W1; k) is a justi6ed Labelerk event,
2. V1¡SV2; V2 in Labelerk is a (justi6ed) LABEL event,
3. diagonal(V1)= diagonal(V2), and
4. E avoid(V2; i)=W2.
Then W++1 exists and W
++
1 ¡S W2.
For every justi2ed LABEL event L by Labeleri we de2ne
E reports(L) = (E report(L; 1); : : : ; E report(L; i)):
Denition 6.6. Using the fact that each Labeleri is serial, a global-order, ⇒, is de-
2ned on the justi2ed LABEL events in S as follows. Suppose that E reports(L)=
(L1; : : : ; Li), E reports(L′)= (L′1; : : : ; L
′
i′). Then L⇒L′ if and only if
• either there is some k; k6min{i; i′}, such that Lk =L′k , and for the 2rst such
k Lk¡S L′k , or else
• for all k6min{i; i′} Lk =L′k and i¡i′.
We show that ⇒ is a linear ordering on the justi2ed Labeler and that it extends
¡S on these events. The fact that ⇒ is a linear ordering is a standard result on the
lexicographical order of 2nite sequences, and the fact that each Labeleri is sequential
is used here. (Compare with ¡R of De2nition 3.9.)
To see that ⇒ extends ¡S on the justi2ed LABEL events, argue as follows.
Lemma 6.7. If L1¡S L2 are justi6ed LABEL events then L1⇒L2.
Proof. Put i= index(L1), and j= index(L2). Since Labelerk is serial and E report(L; k)
is a regular function of L, for every k6m= min{i; j}
E report(L1; k)6S E reports(L2; k):
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If strong precedence (i.e. ¡S) holds for some k6m, then L1⇒L2 as required. This
is the case when i¿j. For if i= j, then
L1 = E report(L1; i) ¡S L2 = E report(L2; j);
and if i¿j then E report(L1; j)¡S end(L1) and L1¡SL2 imply that
E report(L1; j)¡SL2 =E report(L2; j):
But if i¡j and strong precedence never holds, that is
E report(L1; k) = E report(L2; k)
for every k6i, then L1⇒L2 as well.
Recall that if Labeleri is crashed then it contains a single higher-level event Initi
in S. We have not yet de2ned the place of these crashed initial events in ⇒ , as this
ordering was de2ned only on the justi2ed Labeler events.
The set of justi2ed operation executions forms a 2nal segment of higher-level events.
There exists a moment 9 such that every Labeler or Scanner event that begins after
9 is justi2ed.
Suppose that 16i6N is a Labeler index and d is a diagonal number. We say that d
is unbounded in Labeleri if d= diagonal(L) for an in2nite number of LABEL operation
executions L that are in Labeleri. Otherwise, if d is the diagonal number of a 2nite
number of Labeleri events, then we say that d is bounded in Labeleri. (If Labeleri
is crashed, then every diagonal number is bounded in Labeleri, of course.) For every
Labeler index i let S(i) be the set of those diagonal numbers that are bounded in
Labeleri.
There is a moment ? (following 9) such that if L is any Labeleri event that starts af-
ter ?, then diagonal(L) is necessarily unbounded in Labeleri; that is, diagonal(L) =∈ S(i).
The lemma below implies that if j¿i and Labelerj is crashed, then
report val(Initj) [i]∈ S(i):
Lemma 6.8. Suppose that L is a justi6ed LABEL event by Labeleri. Assume that j¿i
and Labelerj is crashed. Then d0 = report val(Initj)[i] is diAerent from diagonal(L).
Hence d0 ∈ S(i).
Proof. It is exactly for this lemma that the read of Head(j):report was introduced in
line up(b) of the LABEL protocol. If L is a justi2ed Labeleri event, j¿i, and Labelerj
is crashed, then Head(j) is read in L and the diagonal number found in 2eld report[i]
is assigned to hd[j] and then added to variable evade. But this diagonal number is by
de2nition report val(Initj)[i], and so the lemma follows.
Let Labeleri be alive, and d a bounded diagonal number in Labeleri. Observe the
place of d in trace(L) where L is a Labeleri event that starts after ?. Since d is never
a new diagonal number after ?, the place of d can only decrease or remain in place
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when a new diagonal number is added by PUT LAST (execution of line 2(e)). Thus
there is a moment ?(i) (later than ?) after which every bounded in Labeleri diagonal
number is stabilized already in Labeleri: it will never decrease. In other words, there
is a linear ordering ¡i of S(i) such that if L by Labeleri begins after ?(i) then S(i)
is an initial segment of trace(L) and trace(L) restricted to S(i) equals ¡i.
If Labeleri is crashed, then S(i)= diagonal number (since every diagonal number
of a crashed process is bounded) and we let ¡i = trace(Initi) be the ordering of the
diagonal numbers given by the initial determining write of Labeleri on Head(i). The
sole requirement on the ordering ¡i for a crashed i is that diagonal(Initi) is the last
diagonal number in ¡i.
Let ?∗ be a moment later than every ?(i), and such that there exists for every alive
Labeleri a LABEL event L that begins after ? and ends before ?∗. Labeler events that
start after ?∗ are said to be stable. If L is stable in Labeleri then (S(i);¡i) is an
initial segment of trace(L) and diagonal(L) =∈ S(i).
We de2ne now stable data types. Recall that r is in report type if r is an array of
length i; 16i6N , of diagonal numbers. We say that r (of length i) is stable (with
respect to our system execution S) if Labeleri is alive and for every 16k6i:
• if Labelerk is crashed, then r[k] = diagonal(Initk), and
• if Labelerk is alive then r[k] =∈ S(k).
If r in report type is of length i, we say that r is crashed if Labeleri is crashed and
for every 16k6i; r[k]∈ S(k).
Recall that diag order is the collection of all linear orderings of the set of diagonal
numbers. If ¡ is in diag order, we say that ¡ is stable for i (a process index) if
S(i) is a proper initial segment in the ¡ ordering of the set diagonal number and
the restriction of ¡ to S(i) is ¡i. So if L is a stable LABEL event in Labeleri than
trace(L) is a stable diagonal ordering.
Recall that basis is of type base type if basis is an array basis[1]; : : : ; basis[N ] where
basis[k] is in diag order. We say that basis is stable i>
• For every i such that Labeleri is crashed basis[i] =¡i. That is, basis[i] = trace(Initi).
• For every i such that Labeleri is alive basis[i] is stable: S(i) is a proper initial
segment of basis[i] and basis[i] restricted to S(i) is ¡i.
We have the following simple lemma.
Lemma 6.9. The following hold in S:
1. Suppose that r; s∈ report type; r is crashed and s is stable. If basis is stable then
r LEX (basis) s:
2. If Labeleri is crashed then report[Initi] is a crashed report type.
3. If L is a stable LABEL (namely L begins after ?∗) then trace(L) is stable and
report(L) is stable.
Proof. The proofs follow the de2nitions; we only prove 1 and make a remark con-
cerning the third item.
For 1, suppose that r is of length i (where Labeleri is crashed) and s is of length j
(where Labelerj is alive). So i = j. We argue that for every k6min{i; j} r[k]basis[k]
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s[k]. If k is crashed then this follows since s[k] = diagonal(Initk) and basis[k] = trace
(Initk) puts its diagonal number last. If k is alive then r[k]∈ S(k); s[k] =∈ S(k) and
basis[k] arranges S(k) as an initial segment. This entails that rLEX (basis)s as required
(check the cases i¡j and i¿j).
Concerning item 3, if L in Labeleri starts after ? then trace(L) is stable by de2ni-
tion of ?; however, for stability of report(L) we need that L starts after ?∗. If L in
Labeleri begins after ?∗, then for every non-crashed k with 16k6i, E report(L; k)
is a LABEL event that begins after ?. It is exactly for this that we required that every
alive Labelerk contains an event that begins after ? and ends before ?∗. It follows that
diagonal(E report(L; k)) is not in S(k) and thus the stability of report(L) follows.
Choose a moment  after ?∗ such that for every alive index i there is a LABEL
event in Labeleri that begins after ?∗ and ends before  . The following property can
be deduced.
If S is a SCAN event that begins after  ; then +i(S) is either Initi (if
Labeleri is crashed) or else +i(S) is a stable Labeleri event (one that
begins after ?∗):
(5)
In addition, we know that every Labeler event that begins after ? is justi2ed and
its diagonal number is unbounded (in its process).
We want now to extend ⇒ to the set of initial events of crashed processes as well.
For this we de2ne a relation ⇒ ′ as follows.
1. If L1 and L2 are both justi2ed Labeler events, then L1⇒ ′L2 i> L1⇒L2. So ⇒ ′
extends ⇒ .
2. If Labeleri is crashed and L is a justi2ed LABEL event, then Initi⇒ ′L.
3. If both Labeleri and Labelerj are crashed, then let b=(¡1; : : : ;¡N ) be the sequence
of stable orderings ¡i de2ned above on S(i). De2ne Initi⇒ ′Initj i>
report val(Initi) LEX (b) report val(Initj):
We explain. If Labeleri and Labelerj are crashed and report val(Initi)= s;
report val(Initj)= t, then for every index k6min{i; j}; s[k]; t[k]∈ S(k). So we can
de2ne
Initi ⇒′ Initj
i>
either for some k6min{i; j}; s[k]= t[k] and for the least such k
s[k] ¡k t[k];
or else for all k6min{i; j}; s[k] = t[k] and
i ¡ j:
It is clear that ⇒ ′ is a linear ordering of its domain.
Our aim now is to 2nd a 2nal segment Y0 of higher-level events in S so that the
2nal part generated by Y0 satis2es the wtss requirements with respect to ⇒ ′. More
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precisely, since S is a structure for a richer language than the wtss language L (the
language of ctss of Section 2.5), we 2rst form a reduct of S to the signature of L and
then we seek a 2nal part of that structure that satis2es the wtss requirements.1 Let H
be that reduct. So H contains the higher-level events of S, and only those functions
and predicates of S that are needed for a signature of L. Our aim is to prove that
a 2nal segment of H satis2es the wtss. The reason we switch to H is that the only
event valued functions in L are the +i functions and hence it is easier to 2nd 2nal
parts of H than of S (you have to close under less functions).
Let Y0 be the set of all higher-level SCAN=LABEL events L in S that satisfy one of
the following two requirements.
1. L begins after  .
2. L is a LABEL event contemporary with  and such that
K ⇒ L
for every justi2ed LABEL event K that terminates before  
De2ne I0 as the union of
{Initi |Labeleri is crashed}
with
{+k(S) | S is a SCAN event that begins after  but +k(S) =∈ Y0}:
Lemma 6.10. If V ∈ I0 and W ∈Y0 are Labeler events, then V ⇒ ′W .
Proof. If V ∈ I0 then there are two possibilities. Suppose 2rst that V is some Initi
event where Labeleri is crashed. Since W ∈Y0 is a justi2ed LABEL event, V ⇒ ′W
follows the de2nition of ⇒ ′. Now assume that V is not the initial event of a crashed
process, and then it has the form V =+i(S) where SCAN S begins after  but V is not
in Y0.
Case 1: V is contemporary with  . Then for some justi2ed LABEL event K that
terminates before  ; V ⇒K (or else V ∈Y0).
• If W is also contemporary with  , then K⇒W (since W ∈Y0) and hence V ⇒W
follows. (Which implies V ⇒ ′W of course.)
• If W begins after  then K ¡SW and hence K⇒W again, and so V ⇒W .
Case 2: V terminates before  .
• If W is contemporary with  , then W ∈Y0 implies V ⇒W by de2nition.
• If W starts after  , then V ¡SW , and hence V ⇒W .
At this stage we can form a 2nal part H0 of H by taking Y0 to be its set of actual
events, and I0 its set of initial events, together with the ordering ⇒ ′ de2ned above
and the required functions (+i’s, /, message, messages). Then H0 is readily seen to
1 A reduct of a structure M to a sub-signature L is obtained by taking the universe of M and only those
functions and predicates of M that are in L.
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satisfy all the requirements of wtss, except for the weak global coherence requirement
which remains to be proved.
Lemma 6.11. Let S be a justi6ed SCAN event. Suppose that L=+i(S) is a justi-
6ed LABEL event. Then for every k6i, if V =E report(L; k) and V ∗ =+k(S), then
V 6S V ∗.
Proof. It is for this property that the reads in the SCAN protocol are in descending
order. Let r1¡S r2 be the reads in S of Head(i) and Head(k). Since V ¡S end(L),
and L¡S r1; V ¡S r2 and the lemma follows.
Lemma 6.12. Let S ∈Y0 be a SCAN operation. Then for every indexes j = i, if Labeleri
is crashed then
i / (S)j iA +i(S)⇒′ +j(S): (6)
Proof. Let S ∈Y0 be a SCAN operation execution. Then S begins after  . Let h= hS
be the value of variable h in S after the reading loop of line 1. (So h[k] is the
value read in Head(k).) Let basis= basisS be the value of that variable after line
1 is executed in S. (So basis[k] = h[k]:trace.) The SCAN protocol de2nes i /(S)j i>
h[i].report LEX (basis) h[j].report. We claim that basis is stable. If Labeleri is crashed
then +i(S)= Initi (and hence basis[i] = trace(Initi)), and if Labeleri is alive then +i(S)
is a Labeleri event that starts after ?∗ and is thence stable. So h[i].trace restricted to
S(i) is ¡i.
If both i and j are crashed, the proof of (6) follows directly from the de2nitions. If
i is crashed but j is alive, then +i(S)= Initi⇒ ′+j(S) and we must prove that i /(S)j,
but this follows from Lemma 6.9(1) (since h[i].report is crashed and h[j].report is
stable (by (1), and 3 of Lemma 6.9)).
Lemma 6.13 (weak global coherence). Suppose that S is a SCAN event in Y0; L1 =
+i(S) and L2 =+j(S). Suppose that L1⇒′ L2, but j /(S)i. Then L++1 exists and
L++1 ¡S end(S).
Proof. If Labeleri is crashed, then i /(S)j, by the previous lemma, and the proof is
clear in this case. So assume now that Labeleri is alive. Since L1⇒ ′L2; Labelerj is
not crashed. Thus both processes are alive, L1 and L2 are stable LABEL executions and
L1⇒ ′L2 translates back to L1⇒L2.
We are going to use the following notation: for any index m and justi2ed LABEL L
in Labelerm
E reports(L) = (E report(L; 1); : : : ; E report(L; m));
and
diagonals(E report(L)) = (diagonal(E report(L; 1)); : : : ; diagonal
(E report(L; m))):
Then diagonals(E report(L))= report val(L).
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Following the de2nition of ⇒ , there can be two reasons for L1⇒L2. Assume 2rst
the “else” clause of De2nition 6.6, that is that i¡j and the sequence r1 =E reports(L1)
is an initial segment of r2 =E reports(L2). Then diagonal(r1) is an initial sequence of
diagonal(r2), and then i /(S)j (since diagonal(rn)= report val(Ln) for n=1; 2).
Next assume that the reason for L1⇒L2 is that for some k6min{i; j} and V1; V2
of index k; V1 =E report(L1; k); V2 =E report(L2; k), and V1¡SV2; and for all ‘¡k;
E report(L1; ‘)=E report(L2; ‘). So, the two sequences:
diagonals(E reports(L1))
and
diagonals(E reports(L2));
do not di>er before the kth entries (which are diagonal(V1) and diagonal(V2)). Since
j /(S) i,
diagonal(V2) ≺k diagonal(V1);
for ≺k = trace(V ∗); where V ∗ =+k(S). Lemma 6.11 may be applied to L2 =+j(S),
and V2 =E report(L2; k) to yield V26S V ∗. By Lemma 6.5 it follows that for some
V3 of index k; V2¡S V36S V ∗ and diagonal(V1)= diagonal(V3). By the Report
Lemma 6.5 applied to L1 and V1 =E report(L1; k), and V1¡S V3, implies that L++1
exists and L++1 ¡S W2 where W2 =E avoid(V3; i). By regularity of E avoid; W2¿|SV3,
and hence W2¿|S V ∗. This implies that L++1 ¡S end(V ∗). Hence, by Lemma (6.4),
L++1 ¡S end(S).
7. Conclusion
The main contributions of this paper are a self-stabilizing timestamping protocol
and the identi2cation of a new type of “weak timestamps”.2 We have identi2ed here
weak timestamps in which the global coherence property is relaxed, and have shown
the applicability of these timestamps to two well-known problems: the ‘-exclusion
problem, and the atomic register problem. In fact, the system can support both weak
and regular SCAN operations: the scanners can choose which operation they want to
invoke (and the LABEL operations are the same).
The questions about the possibility of self-stabilizing timestamps and the feasibil-
ity of an ‘-exclusion, self-stabilizing protocol appear in [7]. The 2rst solution to the
self-stabilizing ‘-exclusion problem is in [6]. The present solution, relying on weak
timestamps, seems easier to me.
I am not aware of any work that deals with self-stabilizing atomic registers.
2 A remark at the end of [14] claims that the timestamping protocol presented there is self-stabilizing.
However, this comes with no proof or reference.
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The timestamping and weak timestamping protocols presented here use (self-stabiliz-
ing) single-writer, multiple-reader atomic registers. Timestamping protocols that use
such registers can be divided into two categories.
1. Silent Scanners. In this category the scanners (readers) do not write anything at all.
Such is the protocol of Dolev and Shavit [13] for example.
2. Writing Scanners. The scanners are allowed to write as well. The protocols of Israeli
and Pinhasov [20], and Dwork and Waarts [14] are in this category.
As expected protocols of the second category use smaller registers since the scanners
can help in ordering the events. However, in some typical situations the number of
scanners is so big that there is an advantage in using protocols of the 2rst category.
The self-stabilizing timestamping protocol presented here is in the 2rst category.
The notion of self-stabilization is usually stated in terms of states and the model of
histories of states and transitions is employed. We have continued here the approach
taken in [6] and used system-executions (rather than states) to explicate this notion.
The correctness of the protocols presented here is done in two stages. At the higher-
level stage abstract properties are formulated and shown to imply the required properties
of the protocol. The lower-level stage consists in proving that the protocol satis2es
the abstract properties. This encapsulation of higher-level properties and division of
the correctness proof into two stages is bene2cial, because we may now improve the
protocol, show that the improved version satis2es this list of higher-level properties,
and conclude immediately that the protocol is correct.
Our protocol (of Section 6) uses both serial and regular registers. Each Labeleri,
for 16i6N , possesses 6N registers: one atomic of size O(N logN ) bits (namely
Head(i)), and i − 1 regular registers of size O(logN ) bits each (namely LL(i; k)).
The LABEL operation takes ¡5N read/write steps. The SCAN operation (for the weak
timestamps) takes exactly N read operations. The SCAN∗ operation (a regular SCAN
operation) takes 2N 2 reads. Compared with [15], we see that their algorithm is better
in terms of number of steps which is O(N ) for both the label and scan operations.
Their register size is comparable to ours (O(N logN ) bits), but each process there
needs O(N 2) registers, while here Labeleri needs just i registers.
There is another way of measuring the complexity of distributed protocols, the “con-
current time complexity”, which rewards protocols that o>er a greater degree of con-
currency. In this measure, operations executed concurrently are counted as one step,
since potentially they could be executed at once. In this measure, the LABEL oper-
ation takes 2ve concurrent steps (the SCAN operation requires N and 2N 2 steps as
before).
It would be interesting to 2nd other applications for weak timestamps, or to identify
problems that do need regular timestamps. Of course, as we have shown regular times-
tamps can be constructed on the basis of weaker ones, but the construction requires
a very long SCAN∗ protocol in which 2N SCAN operations are needed. Is it possible
to obtain regular timestamps from weak timestamps with a constant number of opera-
tions that do not depend on the number of LabelersN? Our implementation of weak
timestamps uses skewed vectors of “diagonal numbers”. Is it possible to implement
self-stabilizing weak timestamps with smaller registers? Are there any lower-bound
results in this area?
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